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University of
Missouri scraps
free condoms
School will explore
other means of STI
and pregnancy

Political ads bombard TV
Upcoming elections consume local airwaves with propaganda
By Mik« Robinson
Reporter

Commercials are a necessary
part (if television because they
fund the programming we
enjoy. Usually these advertise
ments are trying to sell a product — even if the product is a
human being.
The 2006 election season is

prevention | Page 3

OSU student
crushed by
dorm elevator

upon us, and political advertise
ments promoting candidates
have been bombarding our television screens for months.
The advertisements, which
are mainly produced by groups
working for a candidate, or
In support of a candidate, are
direct messages to the channel
surfing public.
Republican us. Senator Mike

DeWinc. of Ohio, and his opponent in the upcoming election,
Sherrod Brown, have placed
such advertisements across

Ohio's television screens.
Brown's press secretary for his
campaign for U.S. senator. Ben
labolt, believes that advertising
is a big part of any campaign.
"The goal is to portray a contrast between what DeWine has

done lor (he state with Brown's
record," 1-aboll said. "Sherrod's
campaign is driven b) a call to
change across the state."
Political advertisements are
not unlike regular, product-selling commercials. Companies.
whether the] are silling sham
poo, fast loud or search engines
usually 11 \ lo explain to the audience why the other company's

product doesn't work.
Naturally, candidates feel they
are being falsely portrayed in
their opponent's commercials.
"Sherrod Brown will not let
false attacks go unexplained."
I .aholt said. "It's important to
respond with the facts."
Although

each

candidate

See ADS | Page 2

Car drops and kills
18-year-old man in

Speaker
onors
Saddl emire

his residence hall
| Page 3

18 dead in
Baghdad
market blasts

By Alcx.indri.i Cljrk

Reporter

Bush administration
searches for answers

In honor oil he

to curb violence in

16th annual
Dr. Gerald L

Iraq | Page 5

Volleyball
victorious on
the road
The Lady Falcons
gain confidence for
next weeks OU game
| Page 14

Falcon hockey
heads east
On their first road
trip. BG makes its

MARIAHUHMER

'■

mark in New England

f
| Page 14 J^

Friday

Cleveland schools
plan sex ed program
for children as young
. as kindergarten

Saturday
Condoleezza Rice
criticizes lack of
independent voices in
Russian media

Watch your head:
Student jugglers
exhibit tossing
talents in Union
DON'T DROP IT: UT gradual? Chris Hatcher (left) and
4th year BGSU student Alex Edmg (right) juggle together
in the Union They co-founded a juggling group that meets
in the Union every Saturday at 1 p.m.

Sunday
Ten passengers on
Ohio River cruise
still hospitalized
after developing flu
symptoms on boat
For more information:
www.bgnews.com
Should elementary
schools be more
strict about contact
sports during recess?

MbM Dtdar, Scfhomore
Early Childhood Education
"I think they could

I

have them, but make
sure [kids] aren t getting toofrough"

| Page 4

TODAY
Afternoon Showers
High: 45. Low: 32

^

I

t*&%.
TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High; 49, Low 30

k

Saddlemire
lecture. Dr.
(ill Carnaghi
spoke about
higher education and stu- Jill
dent affairs
last Friday at Carnaghi
Associate
the Union.
' Sally Click, vice
Doctoral chancellor at
Graduate Washington
Assistant
for
the University
Department
of Higher Education said,
"Jill Carnaghi was my first
supervisor at my first job
as an associate professor at
the University of CaliforniaDavis. Dr. Carnaghi shaped
my habits at my pivotal poi nt
in nry career."
Carnaghi is the associate
vice
chancellor for the Students and
Director of Campus Life at
Washington University in
St. I OUis, Missouri.
Carnaghi titled her lecture
"One Practitioner's View of
Our Work: Pieces. Parts or
Whole?" to represent her
institution's ideals with those
of the University to tie into
t he theme of setting a tone of
good will of diversity.
"Students need to focus
more on their commonalities than their differences
because we are at an educational system together."
Carnaghi said. "We are only
as strong as our weakest link,
so we should work together
and become strong together.''
Carnaghi spoke about

M»RI»HUM«fR
SPEAKER

Women-only gyms
boost confidence
By Erin Rechin
Reporter

With extravagant, high-energy
fitness clubs cropping up every
where to feed the nation's perfect
body obsession, it's a wonder
that small women-only gyms
like (Xirves even survive.
Why do some women prefer
and select women-only facilities for exercise? Graduate student Gayra Ostgaard researched
this question and presented
"Working |It| Out: Gender,
Culture, and Women-Only
Gyms," Friday at the Women's
Center as part of its Women's
Research Network series.
The Research Network is run
by Mary Krueger, director of the
Women's Center in Hanna Hall.
"The Research Network highlights the scholarly achievements of the University's female
students," Krueger said.
Female students and professors made up the audience and

"The women don't
feel judged, and they
can work toward any
fitness goal they like."
Gayra Ostgaard | Graduate Student

came because they were all
interested in Ostgaard's topic.
"We've talked a lot about gender in my sociology class, it's
interesting to me, I'm trying to
learn more about it to get the full
picture." Sarah Bauman, sophomore, said.
Ostgaard was originally
drawn to her topic because as u
high school student she was very
Involved in sports and physical
activity, and was used to working out among men. However,
even in her co-ed gym, Ostgaard
See FITNESS | Page 2

t»

T-shirts promote violence awareness
Clothesline project
comes to campus for
Domestic Violence
Awareness Month
By Jan««n Morgan
Reporter

A rainbow of T-shirts will
be strung between trees
today to remember victims
of domestic violence.
Wood County is to host the
annual Clothesline project on
the University's campus in
honor of Domestic Violence
Awareness Month.
The event will be held on
the lawn between the Business
Administration and Education
buildings today from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
This display is to honor
and remember the victims
of domestic violence, sexual
harassment and battered
women by their families,
friends and the Bowling Green
community.
"This display serves as a

medium if you will for family
and friends lo remember their
loved ones," said Courtney
Olcott.Shareprogrameducator
with Behavioral Connections.
According to Olcott, this display gives the community a
chance to bring issues to people's attentions and a way for
airing out (society's]
dirty laundry."
I he Share program is a caretaker for Behirt lot
Connections and
according
to
Olcott. the Share
program lost its
funding, so this
year's display
will be the
last one until
more funding becomes
available.
"I
know
this can be
very helpful and a healing
process for families, so
I know others are as disappointed as we are to not
have funding for next year,"

Olcott added.

. Olcott hopes people will
come and see the display since
it will be going on for two days,
at the same time each day.
See T-SHIRTS | Page 2

DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE IN OHIO
■ 72 929 domestic violence
calls were placed in Ohio
in 200S
■ 18,255 domestic civil protection orders were filed in
Ohio in 2005
■ 141,719 people were
helped by domestic violence services in Ohio in
2004
'Source2005 Attorney
General of Ohio: www.odvn.
org/
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CITY
BRIEF

Ohio wildlife bounces back
after pollution reduction

Local bank robbed,
suspect still loose
National City Banl on 755 N Main St
was robbed by an unknown man Friday.
At 3:21 pm. the man entered the banV
and showed the teller a note demanding
cash

I )AVI ON (AP)—Thanks to better
pollution control, more forested
areas and increased conservation programs, wildlife experts
say animals and fish that at one
time were endangered or disappeared from the state are making a comeback.
"Wildlife is in belter condition in Ohio than al any time
in tin- last 100 years." said Steve
Gray, chief of the Ohio Division
of Wildlife. "You can say that
without question, and that goes
for fish, too."
Since 1950, the state has

Once the teller gave him the money,
he fled the scene.
According to witnesses, he was a white
male in his mid-50s. between 5-foot-IO
inches and 6-foot tall with a medium to
heavy build He was unshaven and wore
a maroon jacket, a blue baseball cap and
large black-framed glasses
Police have released a composite
sketch of the man
Anyone with information about the
robbery is asked to contact the FBI at
419-243-6122 or Wood County Crime
Stoppers at 419-352-0077

restored IBspedesvvbosepopulalions had plummeted in Ohio,
including six — Canada geese,
wood duck, white-tailed deer.
wild turkey, beaver and river
nltei — that now have populations large enough lo permit
huntingortrapping. Bald eagles.

FITNESS
From Page 1

blue birds, black bears, black
vultuies and coyotes also are
found in greater numbers.
There* a greater diversity
of species in the state, especially among larger animals,
said Jerry Tinianow, executive
director of Auduhon Ohio, the
stale chapter of the National
Aiidubon Society.
Beavers were trapped out of
existence in Ohio by 1830 but
now there are an estimated
26,000 in the state. The recovery
has been a slow process that
began in 1936 when they reappeared in Pymatuning Reservoir
in northeast Ohio, said Chris
Dwyer, a wildlife biologist with
the Division ofWildlife.
Conscrvationislsthen trapped
some and moved them to other
areas of the state.
The process of reintroducing

river otters began in 1986 when
some from Louisiana were
released in eastern Ohio. There
are now about 6,000 in the slate,
Dwyer said. The first regulated
olter trapping season was held
in the stale this year and 225
were caught.
Industrial accidents and pollution still lake their toll on wildlife populations. Mm the 1972
Clean Water Acl has improved
water qualify for animals,
experts said.
The low point for wildlife in
Ohio was in the 1960s "when we
fanned the heck out of things
and didn't do a good job on pollution control," said II. Miller,
chief of endangered species for
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services
regional office in Minneapolis.
In 1972, he was doing research
for fisheries on lake Erie,
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noticed an Informal segregation
among the genders

SPEAKER

The women grouped around
the cardiovascular area while the
men dominated the weight room.
Ostgaard joined a women-only
gym for Bve weeks and worked out
there live da\"s a week.
she conducted interviews with
members, employees anil attendees between 22 ami 55 years old.
Tile atmosphere was laid hack
and relaxed.
It catered to women with itsla\enderuallsand pink toilets. Blinds
in the front windows hlockcd any

From Page 1
the importance of diversity
in campus life bill also the
need lor active support for
higher education.
Camaghi said there are four
priorities an institution should
have for higher education,
which includes having financial and technological stability, public trust and pursuing teaching and learning for
undergraduate researching.
Mm Carnaghl pointed out
an Institution should be most
focused increasing diverse

view from the parking lot
"It's important to make women

feel comfortable in a setting.''
Oslgaard said.
Ostgaaid also noticed great
diversity among the women. The

communities.
Most importantly for the
expansion of higher education
is lor the institution to promote and support respectful
pluralistic and inclusive communities." ('arnaghi said.
Carnaghl stressed this priority by explaining an institution
should recruit multicultural
students and faculty.
"We as leaders in student
affairs need-to create environments In diversity thai
engages in real conversation and not over MySpace,
I acebook or instant messaging," (arnaghi said.

women were of all different ages,
sizes and fitness ahilines
"With this level of diversity, the
women don't feel judged anil they
can work toward any limess goal
they'd like."' (Ktgaard said.
Women of all ages agreed on
one thing — many of them joined
a women-only gym lo avoid the
"male gaze."
I he members said there wenton many men al co-ed gyms; the
men make everything a competj
lion and the women wi're worried
about comparing their progress
vvilli the men's progress. In the
weight room, tile women said the
men were|>h\sn.ilK intimidating.
\nother |X'rk the women got
from their gym was a network of
social support
"These women were getting
more ill,in just cxcii'isewhcn ihev
came to the gym." Ostgaard said.
the members said that everybody got to know everybody else
at the gym.
In addition to the benefits of
exercising, one is also receiving
the lienefits of socializing with
other women, Mainstream gyms
are much more individualized:

Additionally,

Carnaghl

spoke about the importance

of uniting two student affairs
divisions — sludenl affairs
and academic affairs.
"It's ridiculous thai institutions have two different sludenl affairs divisions but it's
tradition," Camaghi said as
the audience applauded.
(arnaghi said it's vital lo be
pan of a student affairs division that values service to students by interacting with them
outside the classroom,
The sludenl affairs should
have the role of selling the
agenda for diversity, mulliculturallsm and pluralism,
she said, to create a healthy
climate for a community of
students.
Camaghi said another critical pan of the sludenl affairs
division is lo communicate
wilh other divisions outside
of one's own instilulion for
awareness of other networks.
"When I was resident
director of the University of
California-Davis I couldn't
help bin focus on just my residence hall and nothing outside
ot it." Camaghi said.
Bui now Camaghi reads
the Chronicle every day about
other student affairs divisions
to gain insights lo better her
own institution.
(arnaghi said she was excited lo lecture at the honorary

service for Saddlemire because
he was very Influential In the
field of student development
Saddlemire was the chair of
the Graduate Department of
College Sludenl Personal from
1969-1989 at Ihe University.
Dr. Mike Coomes, associate professor and chair for
the Department of Higher
Education and Student Affairs
said, "The most important
memory I have of Jerry is seeing him with a sludenl in his
office on a Friday night, just

listening to them.
Camaghi nodded her head,
agreeing that contact with students is important.
"I try to embody some of
ihe characteristics that lerry
embodied such as still interacting with the students no
malter how far I climb up the
food chain," Camaghi said.
Others shared personal
views
about
Saddlemire,
including
former
student
Denise Ottinger, who is the
vice president of Student Life
at Washhurn University,
She said Saddlemire was
willing lo droji everything to
help students who came Into
his office.
""Some of his ideals still live
in me as I carry out duties |in|
the campus environment,"
Oltingersaid.
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is able to make their point
lieu, "the lads" are disputable in ihe game of politics.

Citizens are able to do theii
own research on the candidates each election year, but
campaign advisers realize
the quickest way lo grab the
public's attention is with a

members are there to get through
then workouts and leave
"Women's
participation
in sport and activity can be
empowering when one feels
good about herself afterward,
or can be oppressive when it
is used to strive for the perfect
female shape," Ostgaard said.
The women-only gyms allow
members to concentrate less on
their body image and more on
their health.
"It's now apparent that a woman's social space heavily impacts
her experience." Ostgaard said.

television advertisement.
Labolt believes the

advertisements are critical, bin not a deciding factor in an election.
"Candidates need lo be out
ihere in the public meeting
people," Laboll said.
W. Tom Wiseman, a
University political science
professor and former mayor
of Defiance, Ohio, believes
that television advertiscmenls are more important

now than they have ever
been.
"Political advertisements
have become so sophisticated and professionally done,

that they have such an impact

these days," Wiseman said.
The
informed
voter,
who
researches
candidates on his own. may feel
these advertisements are a
cheap way lo lure voters.
Politicians are not largelinglhis group of voters with
these advertisements.
Mark Ingles, a political science major al the
University, believes campaign advertisements are
extremely important.
"In a culture divided
among parly lines, advertisements play a key role in finding undecided voters." Ingles
said. "Their first impression
of a candidate could be these
advertisements."

■

T-SHIRTS
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6:08 p.m.

■

The Pi Beta Phi sorority,
which has lieen involved with
the project for the pasl two yean,
wants people to not only look al
the display, but also remember
the victims.
"This display is an amazing tool for sexual assault
victims," said Kylee Siebart.
junior and student coordinator for Clothesline project.
Each T-shirt represents a visual
representation of a victim and
shows the community that it's
real, Siebart said.
The effect this issue has on her
sorority sisters and other friends
is what keeps Siebart motivated
to help wilh Ihe project.
"My family hasn't had experiences, but my friends and sorority
sisters have had personal experiences," she said.
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GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717

•

445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

•

www.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

Make us your FIRST CHOICE ana find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER & FALL '07
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FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

IMClUDt*
ChaulsLub*
AND
FREE
Fluid Top-off*'
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Find more coupons and details about NitroMax. visit www.thetlretnan.com

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wuoskr Slreet. Buulinu Greta, 1)11
I.Dialed Across From Tuco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE Ulli .154-226(1
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GET A LIFE

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Sat* ewts taken dom evenKbqiutdu

TODAY
11 dm - / pm
World Series Lunch
Founders Food Court

5:30 [)T.
ARTalks by visiting artist
Jun Kaneko
h"P //dKjitalarts bgsu edu/art/events/currenLcfm*648
Union 206

8-9;
Catholic Newman Club
St. Thomas More across from
McDonald Hal!

ONGOING
9dm bp.m.
Research Projecl Clinics - Call 419-5722885 for an appointment
Jerome Library

ON CAMPUS

Do you think BGSU should distribute condoms?

By Kavita Kumar
MRT
"Yes. Safe sex is important.

All day

Stavt Ftrb*r. Junior.
Sports Management

Registration for Spring 2007 begins
Online

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Man's prison sentence
extended for tax fraud
CLEVELAND (AP) - A man
sen Ing ,i life prison term for
murder has been sentenced
to 22 additional months for
a tax fraud scheme in which
prosecutors say he used the
Social Security numbers
of other inmates to prepare bogus tax returns and
attempt to collect refunds.
Michael Murdock. 28, former!) of Ravenna, prepared
nearly 100 fake returns whilebeing held at the Mansfield
Correctional Institution, federal prosecutors said.

I he University of Missouri at Columbia will not put condoms in residence hall restrooms as had been reported
last month, said university officials.
Chancellor Brady Deaton has decided not to move
forward with the initiative, a university spokeswoman
said, so the university can hold puhlicforums anddecide
how best to educate students about health issues.
"It is important to educate students about healthy
decision-making, including the option of abstinence," a
university statement said.
University spokeswoman Mary lo Banken said the
condom program had not been approved.
"!t was never really official," she said.
The idea came from a student fraternity that
approached various university departments with
il. The Department of Residential Life, the Student
Health Center and the Columbia/Boone County
Health Department liked the idea and were in the
process of discussing details of starting such a program, Banken said.
"Unfortunately, what happened is that it was
reported in the media and reported on prematurely before it could be reviewed by all university
leadership," she said.
She said Deaton commends students for coining up
with the idea. She said the university wanted to find
win s to address the broader problem of sexually-transmitted infections and unplanned pregnancies

"Yeah So we don't have to buy them."
Marc Johnson. Senior.
Physical Education

"Yes Some kids who need them are embarassed to buy them."
Keri Strdham, Sophomore.
Early Childhood Education

"Yes. Too much STDs going around. If you pass them out
for free, that's perfect"
Tayt Lowt, Sophomore,
Psychology

Ohio State University student killed in dorm elevator accident
By Dean Narcito
The Associated Press
What is known is thai as Andrew
K. Polakowski tried to climb out
of an elevator at his Ohio State
University residence hall Friday
night, the car dropped, crushing him to death.
But as to why it happened,
university and state investigators were not releasing many
details yesterday.
Polakowski. 18, a business
major from Erie, Pa., was pronounced dead at the scene in
Stradley Hall. 138 W. 11th Ave.
on the OSU campus. Fellow students described him as affable
and athletic.
"He was an incrediblv social
and friendly person," said Bill
Gordon, who lived two rooms
down from Polakowski on
Stradley Hall's third floor. "It's
just so hard to talk about it."
Polakowski was with a group
of students who got on the elevator when it stopped on the third
floor about 11:30 p.m., said Rick
Amweg, Ohio State Univcrsiiv
assistant chief of police.
For some reason, Polakowski
decided to climb out of the car,
whose doors remained open,
Amweg said. As he did, the car
dropped farther.

lie tried lo gel off, and he
became pinned between the
elevator and the building."
Amweg said.
Although the doors remained
open as the elevator moved
down, police and state Inspectors would no) sa\ whether the
elevator had malfunctioned

until they completed theirinvestigations. Amweg said there was
no indication Ol horseplay on
the part of the students.
Columbus firefighters forced
the elevator car up far enough
to remove Polakowski. lie
was pronounced dead shortly
before midnight.
"The death seems in have
been more from asphyxiation
rather than blunt injuries.'
said Franklin County Coroner
Brad Lewis,
As OSU police and Columbus
fire officials joined state elevator inspectors early yesterday,
students were seen cam Ing
flowers into the residence hall.
Grief counselors were on
hand on a day when Buckeye
football was supposed lo be lifting spirits, the university said.
School officials extended
I heir condolences, saying many

students had gotten to know the
friendly Polakowski in his short
time at Ohio Stale.

Autlnnuiesdldnoi release the
names of Students who were on
the elevator and in the hallway
when Polakowski was killed.
Third-floor resident (aress
Russell came upon Polakowski
alter he was pinned. She told
WBNS-TV (Channel 10) that
she saw Polakowski turning
blue and ran lo have someone
call 911.
"I'm not taking the elevator.
Russell said. "I may not continue to stay here."
Several students outside the
residence hall yesterday said
they had experienced minor
problems with elevators in
Stradley. Sixth-floor resident
Icicmv Kopp said il was difficult lo hold a door open with a
hand or fool.
Alex Morando said he was
stuck on an elevator two weeks
ago for about -15 minutes.
Stradley has three elevators:
two passenger cars and a larger
lili. Polakowski was in one of

a year. Lei' said. Inn the repair
history lor that elevator was
unavailable yesterday.
Columbus
firefighters
respond to two elevator emergencies a day on average,
sometimes ai Ohio State, said
Battalion Chief Doug Smith,
Smith couldn't remember
a similar accident in the uiv
during his 2(1 years with the
Fire Division. Lee said clcv.itiii
fatalities are "extremely rare."
Polakowski was one of 1.200
Ohio State Welcome Leaders,
students who arrived early to

Denise Lee, spokeswoman for the stale Department
of Commerce, said elevator
Inspectors will return lo continue their investigation today.
Until then, the elevator has
been sealed.
Elevators are inspected twice

spokeswoman.

Polakowski graduated from
I lie- MacDowdl High School.
I le had planned to major in
business administration.
Tie was motivated, just a
good, all-around kid." said Mike
lioielli. who taught Polakowski
and coached him in soccer.
"Of all the kids I coached
throughout mv career, I will
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Nurtrilitm Initiatives Manager
Proudly serving you
since 2000.

;

Fun Facts
■ My first real job was at the
Putt-Putt golf courses in
Toledo, where incidentally
I met my husband.
• I love 80's music, my favorite
group being Def Leppard.
■ Up until I was a junior
in high school I wanted
to become a registered
nurse like my mother.

Tuesday- Oct. 24th
Friday- Oct. 27th
Sunday- Oct. 29th

every Friday @ 6:30 PM
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i he passenger cars,

Free Movie:
Silent Hill

206 Bovven - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Special early showing

help other incoming students,
"It's a good way lo meet
people quickly, rhej 're kids
who want lo assist other
kids,' said Shelly Hoffman,

.,-«

Presented by UAO

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organiration/uao/movies.html

pin him on top as far .is being
a lop person."
Gordon will remember his
dorm neighbor simplv a- -i
great friend.
Polakowski
would
urge
Gordon to teach him to play
i he song Chasing Cars In snow
Patrol on guitar.
"lie would come in every

day and plav the song over and
over and over," Cordon said.

"lie was relentless.'
Information from the I rie
Pa, I imesAcus was included
inthissioiv
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Local bank robbed,
suspect still loose
National City Bank on 755 N Mam Si
was robbed by an unknown man Friday
At 521 pm. [he man entered the baft
and showed the teller a note demanding
cash
Once the teller gave him the money,
he fled the scene.
According to witnesses, he was a white
male in his mid-50s. between 5-foot-IO
inches and 6-(oot tall with a medium to
heavy build. He was unshaven and wore
a maroon jacket, a blue baseball cap and
large black-framed glasses.
Police have released a composite
sketch ol the man
Anyone with information about the
robbery is asked to contact the FBI at
419-245-6122 or Wood County Crime
Stoppers at 419-552-0077.

FITNESS
From Page 1
noticed an informal segregation
among the genders.
I he women grouped around
the cardiovascular area while the
men dominated the weight room.
Ostgaard joined a women-only
gym for 5\ e weeks and worked out
there five days a week.
She conducted interviews with
members, employees and attendees between 22 and 55 years old
The atmosphere was laid beck
and relaxed.
It catcatl to women with its \:i\
ender walls and pink toilets. Blinds
in lite front windows blocked any
view from the lurking lot.
it's important to make women
feel comfortable in a setting.'1
Ostgaard slid.
I fstgaaid also noticed great
diversity among the women. The
women wen; of all diffea'nt ages,
Sizes and fitness abilities.
"With tlu's level of diversity the
women don't feel judged and they
can work toward any fitness goal
they'd like,'' Ostgaard said.
Women of all ages agreed on
one thing—many of them joined
a women-only gym to avoid the
"male gaze."
The members said there were
too many men at co-ed gyms; the
men make everything a competition and die women were worried
about comparing their progress
with the men's progress. In the
weight room, the women said the
men were physically intimidating.
Another perk die women got
from their gym was a network of
social support.
These women were getting
intm than just exercise when they
came to die gym." Ostgaard said.
The members said that everybody got to know everybody else
at the gym.
In addition to die benefits of
exercising, one is also receiving
die benefits of socializing with
other women. Mainstream gyms
arc much more individualized;
members are there to get through
their workouts and leave.
"Women's
participation
in sport and activity can be
empowering when one feels
good about herself afterward,
or can be oppressive when it
is used to strive for the perfect
female shape," Ostgaard said.
The women-only gyms allow
members to concentrate less on
their body image and moa' on
their health.
"It's now apparent Uiat a woman's social space heavily impacts
her experience," Ostgaard said.

Ohio wi ife bounces back
ution reduction
after
DAYTON (API—Thanks to better
ixilltition control, more forested
areas and increased conservation programs, wildlife experts
say animals and fish that at one
time wen endangered or disappeared from die state arc making a comeback.
"Wildlife is in better condition in Ohio than at any time
in the last 100 years,'' said Steve
(irav, chief of die Ohio Division
of Wildlife. "You can say diat
without question, and that goes
for fish, too."
Since 1950. the state has
restored 18 species whose populations had plummeted in Ohio,
including six — Canada geese,
wood duck, white-tailed deer,
wild turkey, beaver and river
oner — that now have populations large enough to permit
hunting or trapping. Bald eagles,

blue birds, black bears, black
vultures and coyotes also arc
found in greater numbers.
There's a greater diversity
of species in the state, especially among larger animals,
said lerry Tinianow, executive
director of Audubon Ohio, die
state chapter of the National
Audubon Society.
Beavers were trapped out of
existence in Ohio by 1830 but
now there arc an estimated
26,000 in the slate. The recovery
has been a slow process that
began in 19.16 when they reappeared in Pymatuning Reservoir
in northeast Ohio, said Chris
Dwyer, a wildlife biologist with
the Division of Wildlife.
Conservationists then trapped
some and moved diem to other
areas of the state.

The process of reintroducing

river otters began in 1986 when
some from I-ouisiana were
released in eastern Ohio. There
in e now about 6,000 in the state,
Dwyer said. The first regulated
otter trapping season was held
in the state this year and 225
were caught.
Industrial accidents and pollution still take their toll on wildlife populations. But the 1972
Clean Water Act has improved
water quality for animals,
experts said.
The low point for wildlife in
Ohio was in the 1960s "when we
farmed the heck out of things
and didn't do a good job on pollution control," said TJ. Miller,
chief of endangered species for
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services
regional office in Minneapolis.
In 1972, he was doing research
for fisheries on Lake Erie.

SPEAKER

of uniting two student affairs
divisions — student affairs
and academic affairs.
"It's ridiculous that institutions have two different student affairs divisions but it's
tradition." Carnaghi said as
the audience applauded.
Carnaghi said it's vital to be
part of a student affairs division that values service to students by interacting with them
outside the classroom.
The student affairs should
have the role of setting the
agenda for diversity, multiculturalism and pluralism,
she said, to create a healthy
climate for a community of
students.
Carnaghi said another critical part of the student affairs
division is to communicate
with other divisions outside
of one's own institution for
awareness of other networks.
"When I was resident
director of the University of
California-Davis I couldn't
help but focus on just my rcsidencehall and nothing outside
of it," Carnaghi said.
But now Carnaghi reads
the Chronicle every day about
other student affairs divisions
to gain insights to better her
own institution.
Carnaghi said she was excited to lecture at the honorary

service for Saddlemire because
he was very influential in the
field of student development.
Saddlemire was the chair of
the Graduate Department of
College Student Personal from
1969-1989 at the University.
Dr. Mike Coomes, associate professor and chair for
the Department of Higher
Education and Student Affairs
said, "The most important
memory I have of lerry is seeing him with a student in his
office on a Friday night, just
listening to them."
Carnaghi nodded her head,
agreeing that contact with students is important.
"I try to embody some of
the characteristics that lerry
embodied such as still interacting with the students no
matter how far I climb up the
food ch,ain." Carnaghi said.
Others shared personal
views
about
Saddlemire,
including former student
Denise Ottinger, who is the
vice president of Student Life
at Washburn University.
She said Saddlemire was
willing to drop everything to
help students who came into
his office.
"Some of his ideals still live
in me as I carry out duties |in|
the campus environment,"
Ottinger said.

From
the importance of diversity
in campus life but also the
need for active support for
higher education.
Carnaghi said there are four
priorities an institution should
have for higher education,
which includes having financial and technological stability, public trust and pursuing teaching and learning for
undergraduate researching.
But Carnaghi pointed out
.in institution should be most
focused increasing diverse
communities.
"Most importantly for the
expansion of higher education
is for the institution to promote and support respectful
pluralistic and inclusive communities," Carnaghi said.
Carnaghi stressed this priority by explaining an institution
should recruit multicultural
students and faculty.
"We as leaders in student
affairs need-to create environments in diversity that
engages in real conversation and not over MySpace,
l:acebook or instant messaging," Carnaghi said.
Additionally.
Carnaghi
spoke about the importance

ADS
From Page 1
is able to make their point
clear, "the facts" are disputable in the game of politics.
Citizens are able todo their
own research on the candidates each election year, but
campaign advisers realize
the quickest way to grab the
public's attention is with a
television advertisement.
Labolt
believes
the
advertisements are critical, hut not a deciding factor in an election.
"Candidates need to be out
there in the public, meeting
people," Labolt said.
W. Tom Wiseman, a
University political science
professor and former mayor
of Defiance. Ohio, believes
that television advertisements are more important

now than they have ever
been.
"Political advertisements
have become so sophisticated and professionally done,
that they have such an impact
these days," Wiseman said.
The
informed
voter,
who
researches candidates on his own, may feel
these advertisements are a
cheap way to lure voters.
Politicians are not targeting this group of voters with
these advertisements.
Mark Ingles, a political science major at the
University, believes campaign advertisements are
extremely important.
"In a culture divided
amongparty lines, advertisements play a key role in finding undecided voters," Ingles
said. "Their first impression
of a candidate could be these
advertisements."

T-SHIRTS
From Page 1
The Pi Beta Phi sorority,
which has been involved with
the project for the past two years,
wants people to not only look at
the display, but also remember
the victims.
"This display is an amazing tool for sexual assault
victims," said Kylee Siebarl,
junior and student coordinator for Clothesline project.
Each T-shirt represents a visual
representation of a victim and
shows the community that it's
real, Siebart said.
The effect this issue has on her
sorority sisters and other friends
is what keeps Siebart motivated
to help with the project.
"My family hasn't had experiences, but my friends and sorority
sisters have had personal experiences," she said.
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GET A LIFE

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

Sort* mnti taken dom eventsbojuedu

INGIT

TODAY
lla.m -2 p.m.
World Scries Lunch
Founders Food Court

5:30 pm

ARTalks by visiting artist
Jun Kaneko
http://digitalarts.bgsu.edu/art/events/currentcfm#648
Union 204
8-9Dm
Catholic Newman Club
St. Thomas More across from
McDonald Hall

ONGOING
9 am. - 5 p.m.
Research Project Clinics - Call 419-3722885 for an appointment

ON CAMPUS

Jerome Library

Do you think BGSU should distribute condoms?

By Kavita Kumar
MRT

"Yes. Safe sex is important "

All day
Registration for Spring 2007 begins
Online

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Man's prison sentence
extended for tax fraud
CLEVELAND (AP) - A man
serving a life prison term for
murder has been sentenced
to 22 additional months for
a tax fraud scheme in which
prosecutors say he used the
Social Security numbers
of other inmates to prepare bogus tax returns and
attempt to collect refunds.
Michael Murdock, 28, formerly of Ravenna, prepared
nearly 100 fake returns while
being held at the Mansfield
Correctional Institution, federal prosecutors said.

Steve Father, lunior.
Sports Management

The University of Missouri at Columbia will not put COr>
domt in residence hall lesllOUIItS as had been reported
last month, said university officials.
Chancellor Brady Deaton has decided not to move
forward with the initiative, a university spokeswoman
said, so the university can hold publicforumsand decide
how best to educate students about health issues.
It is important to educate students about healthy
decision-making, including the option of abstinence," a
university statement said.
University spokeswoman Mary Jo Banken said the
condom program had not been approved.
"It was never really official," she said.
The idea came from a student fraternity that
approached various university departments with
it. The Department of Residential Life, the Student
Health Center and the Colunibia/Boone County
Health Department liked the idea and were in the
process of discussing details ot starting such a program, Banken said.
"Unfortunately, what happened is that it was
reported in the media and reported on prematurely before it could be reviewed by all university
leadership," she said.
She said Deaton commends students for coming up
with the idea. She said the university wanted to find
ways to address the broadei problem of sexually-transmitted infections and unplanned pregnancies

"Yeah. So we don't have to buy them."
Mart Johnson. Senior.
Physical Education

"Yes. Some kids who need them are embarassed to buy them."
Keri Stidham, Sophomore.
Eariy Childhood Education

"Yes Too much STDs going around. If you pass them out
for free, that's perfect."
Taye Low*, Sophomoie.
Psychology

Ohio State University student killed in dorm elevator accident
By Dean NarcUo
The Associated Press

What is known is that as Andrew
K. Polakowski tried to climb out
of an elevator at his Ohio State
University residence hall Friday
night, the car dropped, crushing him to death.
But as to why it happened,
university and state investigators were not releasing many
details yesterday.
Polakowski, 18, a business
major from lirie, Pa., was pronounced dead at the scene in
Stradley Hall, 138 W. 11th Ave.
on the OSU campus. Fellow students described him as affable
and athletic.
"He was an incredibly social
and friendly person," said Bill
Gordon, who lived two rooms
down from Polakowski on
Stradley Hall's third floor. "It's
just so hard to talk about it."
Polakowski was with a group
of students who got on the elevator when it stopped on the third
floor about 11:30 p.m., said Rick
Amweg, Ohio State University
assistant chief of police.
For some reason, Polakowski
decided to climb out of the car,
whose doors remained open,
Amweg said. As he did. the car
dropped farther.

"He tried to get off, and he
became pinned between the
elevator and the building,"
Amweg said.
Although the doors remained
open as the elevator moved
down, police and state inspectors would not say whether the
elevator had malfunctioned
until they completed theirinvestigations. Amweg said there was
no indication of horseplay on
the part of the students.
Columbus firefighters forced
the elevator car up far enough
to remove Polakowski. He
was pronounced dead shortly
before midnight.
"The death seems to have
been more from asphyxiation
rather than blunt injuries."
said Franklin County Coroner
Brad Lewis.
As OSU police and Columbus
fire officials joined state elevator inspectors early yesterday,
students were seen carrying
flowers into the residence hall.
Grief counselors were on
hand on a day when Buckeye
football was supposed to be lifting spirits, the university said.
School officials extended
their condolences, saying many
students had gotten to know the
friendly Polakowski in his short
time at Ohio State.

Authorities did not release the
names of students who were on
the elevator and in the hallway
when Polakowski was killed.
Third-floor resident Caress
Russell came upon Polakowski
after he was pinned. She told
WBNS-TV (Channel 10) that
she saw Polakowski turning
blue and ran to have someone
call 911.
"I'm not taking the elevator,"
Russell said. I may not continue to stay here."
Several students outside the
residence hall yesterday said
they had experienced minor
problems with elevators in
Stradley. Sixth-floor resident
leremy Kopp said it was difficult to hold a door open with a
hand or foot.
Alex Morando said he was
stuck on an elevator two weeks
ago for about 45 minutes.
Stradley has three elevators:
two passenger cars and a larger
lift. Polakowski was in one of
the passenger cars.
Demise Lee, spokeswoman for the state Department
of Commerce, said elevator
inspectors will return to continue their investigation today.
Until then, the elevator has
been sealed.
Elevators are inspected twice

Free Movie:

a year, Lee said, but the repair help other incoming students.
"It's a good way to meet
history for that elevator was
people quickly. They're kids
unavailable yesterday.
Columbus
firefighters who want to assist other
respond to two elevator emer- kids," said Shelly Hoffman,
gencies a day on average, OSU spokeswoman.
Polakowski graduated from
sometimes at Ohio State, said
Fries MacDowell High School.
Battalion Chief Doug Smith.
Smith couldn't remember He had planned to major in
a similar accident in the city business administration.
during his 28 years with the » "He was motivated, just a
Fire Division. Lee said elevator good, all-around kid," said Mike
I iorelli, who taught Polakowski
fatalities are "extremely rare."
Polakowski was one of 1,200 and coached him in soccer.
"Of all the kids I coached
Ohio State Welcome Leaders,
students who arrived early to throughout my career. I will

[DARIA BLACHOWSKI-DREYER, RD LD
Nurtrition Initiatives Manager
Proudly serving you
since 2000.
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Fun facts
• My first real job was at the
Putt-Putt golf courses in
Toledo, whete incidentally
I met my husband.
• Hove 80's music, my favorite
group being Def Leppard.
■ Up until I was a junior
in high school I wanted
to become a registered
nurse like my mother.

Tuesday- Oct.
Friday- Oct. 27th
Sunday- Oct. 29th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Special eariy •bowing
Presented by UAO
every Friday © 6:30 PM
www.bgsu.edu/studentrffe/organizatioii/uao/movies.html

put him on top as far as being
a top pei son
Gordon will remember his
dorm neighbor simply as a
great friend.
Polakowski would urge
Gordon to teach him to play
the song Chasing Cars by Snow
Patrol on guitar.
"He would come in every
day and play the song over and
over and over," Gordon said.
"He was relentless
Information from the Erie
(Pa.l Times-News was included
In this story,
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CITY
BRIEF
Local bank robbed,
suspect still loose
National City Bank on 75S N Main St
was robbed by an unknown man Friday
At 521 pm. the man entered the banl«
i'te demanding
Once the teller gave him the money,
he fled the scene.
Accordinq to witnesses, he was a white
.•en5-Ioot-IO
tnd 6-foot tall with a medium to
heavy butld. He was unshaven and wee
a maroon jacket, a blue baseball c ap and
Urge black-framed glasses.
Police have released a composite
■:oman
Anyone with information about the
robbery is asked to contact the FBI at
• Wood County I
S2-0077
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noticed an informal segregation
among the genders.
i he women grouped around
the cardiovasculai area while the
men dominated the weigh! room.
Ostgaard joined ;i women-onlj
gymfoi fivevveeksandworkedoul
there five days a week.
she conducted interviews with
members, employees and attendees between 22 and 55 years old
(he atmosphere was laid back
and relaxed.
li catered to women with its lavendcrwallsand pink toilets, Wincls
in the front windows blocked anj
view from the parking lot
"It's importanl to make women
feel comfortable in a setting,"
Ostgaard said.
Ostgaard also noticed great
diversitj ,111111115; ihe women. The
women were ol all diftereni ages.
sizes ami liini'ss abilities.
With tlii-. level of diversity, the
women don't feel Judged and the)
can work toward any liini'ss goal
the) cl like," 1 Istgaard said.
Women ol all ages agreed on
onething many of them joined
a women-onrj gym in avoid the
"male gaze."
I In- members said there were
urn mam men at co-ed gyms; the
men make everything a competition and the women were worried
about comparing their progress
with ihr men's progress.

In the

weight room, the women said the
men were physically Intimidating
Another ix-rk the women ^u
from their gym was a network ol
social support
"These women were getting
more than just exercise when they
came to the gym," 1 Istgaard sail 1.
I hi' members said that r\m
In 11K :4m to know everybody else
at die gym
In addition tn Ihe benefits of
exercising, one is also receiving
the iH'neiiis ni socializing with
other women, Mainstream IJIIIS
.ue much mine Individualized;
members are theretoget through
theii workouts and leave
"Women's
participation
in sport anil activity can he
empowering when one feels
good ahum herself afterward,
in cm he oppressive when it
is used tn strive tin die perfet 1
Female shape," Ostgaard said.
The women-onl) KV||V allow
members to concentrate less on
their body Image and more on
theil health.

% now apparent that a woman's social space heavily impacts
her experience," 1 Istgaard said.

Ohio wildlife bounces back
after pollution reduction
DAYTON (API—Thanks to better
pollution control, more forested
areas .md Increased conservation programs, wildlife experts
saj animals and lish that at one
tune were endangered 01 disappeared from the siate are making a comeback.
"Wildlife is in better condition in Ohio than at am time
in Ihe last Itltl years," said Sieve
Gray, chief ol the Ohio Division
ol Wildlife 'Vou can say that
without question, and thai cues
tor lish. too.'1
Since 1950, the stale has
restored 18 spedes whose populations had plummeted in Ohio.
Including *ix — Canada geese
wood duck, white-tailed deer.
wild turkey, beaver and river
uttei
that now have populations large enough to permit
huntingortrapping Maid eagles.
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the importance ol divcisin
in campus life hut also the
need lor active support lor
higher education.
Carnaghi said there are lour
priorities an institution should
have lor higher education,
which Includes having financial and technological stability, public trust and pursuing teaching and learning for
undergraduate researching
Hut Carnaghi pointed out
an insiiiuticin should he mosl
focused Increasing diverse
communities.

'Most importantly lor the
expansion ol higher education
is lot the institution to promote and support respectful
pluralistic and inclusive communities," Carnaghi said.
( arnaghl stressed thisprioritv In explaininganinstitution
should recruit multicultural
students and Faculty.
"We as leaders in siuclent
affairs um\ to create envi
liniments in diveisiiv that
engages in leal conversation and not over MySpacc.
I acebook or instant messaging," t arnaghl said.
Additionally.
Carnaghi
spoke about the importance

blue birds, black Ixvirs, black
vultures and coyotes also anfound in greater numbers,
There's a greater diversity
ol species in the state, especially among larger animals.
said lorry Tinianow, executive
director ol' Aiidnhon Ohio, the
slate chapter of the National
Audubon Society.
Heavers were trapped out of
existence in Ohio by Ittio but

now there are an estimated
2fi,(XX) in the slate. Ihe iccciveiv
has been a slow process thai
began In 1936 when they reap
peared in Pymatuning Reservoir
in northeast Ohio, said Chris
Dwyer, .1 wildlife biologist with
the Division ol Wildlife
t onservationiststhentrapped
some and moved them to other
areas Ol the stale.
The process 01 reintrodudng

of uniting two student affairs
divisions
student affairs
and academic affairs.
"It's ridiculous that institulions have two different siuclent affairs divisions but it's
tradition." Carnaghi said as
die audience'applauded.
Carnaghi said it's vital to be
part of a student allairs division that values service to students by interacting wtth them
outside the classroom.
I he siuclent allairs should
have the role of setting the
agenda for diversity, niulliculturallsm and pluralism.
she said, to create a healthy
climate for a community ol
students.
Carnaghi said another critical parl ol the student affairs
division is to communicate
with other divisions outside
of one's own institution for
awareness Of Ol her net w orks.
"When I was resident
director of the University ol

California-Davis I couldn't
help but focus on just my residence hall and nothing outside
ol It,"Carnaghi said
Hut now Carnaghi reads
ihe Chronicle every dav about
other student allairs divisions
to gain insights to hetiei net
own institution
( arnaghl said she was excited to lecture at the honorary

river otters began in 1986 when
some from Louisiana were
released in eastern Ohio. There
are now about 6,000 in the state.
Dwyer said. The lirsi regulated
otter trapping season was held
in the state this year and 22f>
were caught.
Industrial accidents and pollution still take their toll on wildlife populations, lint lite 1972
Clean Water \cl lias improved
water quality for animals.
experts said.
The low point for wildlife in
(Ihio was in the 1960s "w hen we
farmed ihe heck out of things
and didn't do a good job on pollution control,'' said T.I. Miller.
chief of endangered species foi
Ihe U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services
regional office in Minneapolis
In 1972, he was doing research
tin fisheries on Lake Erie

service for Saddlemire because
he was very influential in the
field of student development.
Saddlemire was the chair of
the Graduate Department of
College Student Personal from
1969-1989 at the University.
Di. Mike Conines, assne i
ale profeSSOt and chair loi
the Department ol Higher
Education and Student Affairs
said. "The mosi important
memory I have of Jerry is seeing him with a student in his
office on a I riday night, jusi
listening to them.''
Carnaghi nodded her head,
agreeing that contact with Students is important.
"I trv to embody some ol
Ihe characteristics that lerry
embodied such as still interacting with Ihe students no
mattei how fai I climb up the
food cjjaln," Carnaghi said.
Others shared personal
views ahum Saddlemire,
including lormer student
Denise Ottinger, who is the
vice president ol Student Life
at Washburn University.
She said Saddleniire was
willing to drop everything to
help students who came into
bis office.
Some ol his ideals still live
ill me as I carry oul duties |in|
the campus environment,"
Ottinger said.
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ADS
From Page 1
is able In make their point
clear, the lads are disputable in the gauie ol politics.
Citizens are able todo their
ou n research on the candidates each election year, but
campaign advisers realize
the quickest way to grab the
public's attention is with a
television advertisement.
I.aholt
believes
the
advertisements are critical, but not a deciding lacloi ill an election.
"Candidates need to be out
there in ihe public, meeting
people," I aboil said.
W. loin Wiseman, a
llniveisiiv political science
professor and Former mayor
ol Defiance, Ohio, believes
that television advertisements are more Important

now than they have ever
been.
"Political advertisements
have become so sophisticated and professionally done,
that they have such an impact
these days," Wiseman said.
'Ihe Informed
voter,
who researches candidates on his own. may feel
these advertisements are a
cheap way to lure voters.
Politicians are not targeting this group of voters with
these advertisements.
Mark Ingles, a political science major at Ihe
University, believes campaign advertisements are
extremely important.
"In a culture divided
among party lines, advertisements play a key role in finding undecided voters," Ingles
said. "Their first impression
of a candidate could be these
advertisements."

T-SHIRTS

3:57 p.m.

From Page 1

6:08 p.m.

Ihe I'i Beta Phi sorority,
which has been involved with
Ihe project for ihe past two years,
wauls people 10 not only look at
the display, hut also lenic'inbci
the victims.
"Ibis display is an amazing tool for sexual assault
victims," said Kylee Siebart,
junior and student coordinator for Clothesline project.
luich T-shirt represents a visual
representation ol a victim and
shows the community thai it's
real. Siehart said.
The effect this issue has on her
sorority sisters and other Friends
is what keeps siehart motivated
lo help wtth the project
"My Family hasn't bad experiences, but mv friends and soror it v
sisters have had personal experiences.'' she said.
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GET A LIFE

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
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TODAY
World Series Lunch
Founders Food Court

PUTTING IT

ARTalks by visiting artist
Jun Kaneko
http //digitalaits.bcjsu edu/art/events/currenl c fm«648
Union 206

Catholic Newman Club
St. Thomas More across from
McDonald Ha

ONGOING
Research Proj«! Clinics - Call 419-J72288S for an appointment
Jerome Library

ON CAMPUS

Do you think BGSU should distribute condoms?

By Kavita Kumar
MRT

All day

"Yes. Safe sex is important"

Registration for Spring 2007 begins
Online

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Man's prison sentence
extended for tax fraud

Steve Ferber.
Sports Management

I lie University oI'Missou i i at( lohimhia will not put condoms in residence hall reslruoins as Mad been repotted
last month, said university officials.
Chancellor Brady Deaton has decided not to move
forward with the initiative, a university spokeswoman
said, so the university can hold public forums and dec Ide
bow best to educate students about health issues.
"It is important to educate students about healthy
decision-making, including the option ot abstinence," a
university statement said.
University spokeswoman Mary k> Banken said the
i ondom program bad not been approved.

"Yeah. So we don't have to buy the
Marc Johnson. Senior.
Physical Education

"It was never really official." she said.
CLEVEl AND (AP) - A man
serving >i liii' prison term lui
murder has been sentenced
to 22 additional months lor
a tax hand scheme In whit it
prosecutors say he used the
Social
Security numbers
of other inmates to prepare bonus tax returns and
attempt to collect refunds.
Michael Miirdock. 28, foi

merlj ol Ravenna, prepared
nc.ulv HID lake returns while
being held at the Mansfield
Correctional Institution, fed
eral prosecutors said.

The idea came from a student fraternity that
approached various university departments with
it. The Department of Residential I iff, the Student
Health Center and the Colunibia/Boone County
Health Department liked the idea and were in the
process ol discussing details ol starting such a program, Banken said,
"Unfortunately, what happened is that it was
repotted in the media and reported on prematurely before it could be reviewed by all university
leadership." she said.
She Said Deaton commends students for coining up
with the idea. She said the university wanted to find
ways to address the broader problem of sexually-transmitted Infections and unplanned pregnancies

"Yes. Some kids who need them are embarassed to buy them.'
Keri StMhwn, Sophomore.
Early Childhood Education

"Yes. Too much STDs going around. If you pass them out
for free, that's perfect"
Tay» Lowt,. iophomorc,
Psychology

Ohio State University student killed in dorm elevator accident
By Dean Narciso

What Is known is that as Andrew
K. Polakowski tried to climb out
ol an elevator at his Ohio State
University residence ball Friday
night, the Cat (bopped, crush
inghim to death.
Hut as to wh) it happened,
university and stale investigators were not releasing many
detail- yesterday.
Polakowski, it), a business
major from Erie, Pa., was pronounced dead at the scene in
Stradley Hall, 138 \V. I lib Ave.
on theOSUcampus, l-cllow siu
dents described him .is affable
and athletic
"He was an incredibly social
and friendly person,'' said Bill
Cordon, who lived two rooms
clou n from Polakowski on
Stradley Hall's third floor. "It's
just so hard to talk about it."
Polakowski was with a group
of students who got on the elevator when it stopped on the third
floor about 11:30 p.m., said Kick
Amweg, Ohio State University
assistant chief of police.
For some reason. Polakowski
decided to climb OUl of the car,
whose doors remained open.
Vmweg said. As be did, the cai

dropped farther,

"lie Hied to gel Off, and he
became pinned between the
elevator and the building,"
Amweg said.
Although the doors remained
open as the elevator moved
down, police and state inspectors would not s.iv whether the
elevator bad malfunctioned
untiltheycompletedtheii inves
tigaiions, \mvvegsaid there was
no indication ol horseplay on
the part of the students.
Columbus firefighters forced
the elevator car up lai enough
to remove Polakowski. He
was pronounced dead shortly
before midnight.
"The death seems m have
been more from asphyxiation
rather than blunt injuries."
said Franklin Count) Coroner
Iliad lewis.

Asosu police and Columbus
fire officials joined slate eleva
tor inspectors early yesterday,
students were seen call v ing
flowers into die residence hall.
Grief counselors were mi
band on a dav when Muckevc
football was supposed to be bit
ingspirits, the univcisitv said.

School officials extended
their condolences, s.iv ing many
students had gotten to knov> the
friendly Polakowski in his short
time at Ohio Slate.

Authorities did not release the
names ot Students who were on
the elevatOI and in the ballu.iv
when Polakowski was killed.

Third-floor resident Caress
liussell (.line upon Polakowski
alter be was pinned, she told
WBNS l\ (Channel 10) that
she saw Polakowski turning
blue and ran lo have someone

call 911.
"I'm not taking the elevator.
Russell said. I mav not continue to stav here."
Several students outside the
residence hall yesterday said
the) bad experienced minor
problems With elevators in
Stradley. Sixth flooi residenl
lereinv Kopp said it was difficult lo hold a door open with a
baud or tool.
\lc\ iVforando said be was
stuck on an elevatOI two weeks
agoioi about 45 minutes.
Stradley has three elevators:
two passengei cars and a large)
lift. Polakowski was in one ol

a year, I ee said, bin the repair
history for thai elevator was
unavailable yesterday.
( oliiinbus
firefighters
respond to two elevatoi emergencies a (lav on average.
sometimes at Ohio State, said
Battalion Chief Doug Smith.
Smith couldn't remember
a siinil.u accident in the city
during his 28 years with the
Fire Division. Lee said elevator

fatalities are "extreme!) rare
Polakowski was one ol 1,200
Ohio State Wi'lcnine I cadets.
students who arrived early to

thepassengei cars.
Denise lee. spokeswoman for tlie state Department
ot t ommen e, said elevatoi
Inspectors will return to continue their investigation today.
Until then, the elevator has
been sealed.
I levatorsare inspected twice

Free Movie:
55fe Silent Hill

[DAKIA BLACHOWSKI-DREYER, im 1.1)
\iiruiiioii Initiatives Manager

i

Proudly serving you
sines 2000,

Fun Pacts
• My first real job was at the
Putt-Putt golf courses in
Toledo, where incidentally
I met my husband.
• I love 80's music, my favorite
group being Def leppard.
• Up until I was a junior

i
Tuesday- Oct. 24th
Friday- Oct. 27th
Sunday- Oct. 29th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Special early showing
every Friday ® 6:30 PM

help other incoming students.
"It's .1 good wav lo meet
people quickly. I hej re kids
who warn to assist othei
kids." said shelly Hoffman,
OSU spokeswoman.
Polakowski graduated from
I lies Mat Unwell High School.
He had planned to major in
business administration,
He was motivated, just a
good, all around kid. said Mike
I iorelli, who taught Polakowski
and coached him in soccer.
"Ol all the kids l coached
throughout my career, I will

Presented by UAO

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organjzation/uao/fnovies.litml

in high school I wanted
to become a registered
nurse like my mother.

pin him on top as fai as
a top person
Cordon will remembi
dorm neighboi simpl) as a
great friend
Polakowski
would
urge
Cordon lo leach bint to play
the song! basing! .us bv snow
Patrol on guitar.
I le would come in i
dav and plav the song over and
ovei and over." I .melon said.
"He was relentless"
Information from the I i ie
iPa. limes Sews was included

in this sun v

OPINION
PEOPLE ON

THE STREET

"The Republicans are talking about things like gay marriage and so forth,
and the Democrats are talking about the things people care about, like,
how do I pay my bills? - Dick Armey, the former House Republican Majority
Leader, who has increased criticism of conservatives, from Time.com
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Should elementary schools be more strict on contact sports during recess?

"No. I think those are

"I think they should

"During recess, yes.

"Yes. They're little

good for kids. They

have contact sports

But during gym they

lads. They don't need

have to get their

Little kids need to be

should still have

to get hurt playing

Have your own take on

toughened up."

them."

contact sports."

todays People On The

ANDREW JOHNSON.
Freshman. Biology

CASEY ROSS,

energy out."
CAITLIN
MCTAGGART,
Sophomore. Education

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for

JEFF DAVIS. Senior.
Education

Freshman. Undecided

ag, you re it - and now you re in troubl e

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

WEB SITE POLL
; Do you support the Secure Fence Act

O

BRIAN SZABELSKI
OMNI NO UMN6I

When it comes to being a kid,
playing games like tag and
dodgeball are rites of passage.
Unfortunately, these very
rites are coining under fire
by schools and parents who
fear that someone get a
hump or bruise.
Officials at Willett
Elementary School in
Attleboro, Massachusetts have
banned kids from playing tag,
touch football or any other
unsupcrviscd chase game during recess. The reason? They're
afraid kids will get hurt and
they'll be held liable for it.
According to Gaylene I leppe,
the school's principal, recess
is "a time when accidents can
happen.''

What an amazing observation! I didn't know that.
And how are kids getting
so brutally hurt playing lag, it
must he banned? That sounds
like a whole other issue.
IT that's the case, then
shouldn't we cancel just about
everything else, too? Some kid
might eat rubber cement during art class or trip over a tuba
during band class. Better safe
than sorry.
Willett Elementary School
isn't alone in its ban on tag.
I lementary schools in places
like Cheyenne, Wyo. and
Spokane, Wash, recently
banned tag during recess.
Aschool in Charleston, s <
went further, outlawing all
unsupervised contact sports.
As anyone knows, lawsuits
arc a pain, and in America, arc
filed way too often. That's why
people have to cover their butts
like this, to prevent themselves
from being sued back to the
Stone Age

But there's something
else wrong here. Bit by bit,
everything that is a part of
childhood is being slowly
chipped away, controlled or
supervised over.
Every day, in every city in
America, there tire kids are
being dragged along to some
activity they don't want any
part in.
What's worse is that their
parents refuse to let them
make their own decisions,
deciding what sports they can
play (if any], who their friends
are and so on.
These arc the parents who
micromanagc their child's lives
to the second. For me, it seems
like these parents arc trying to
live through their kids, something I find disturbing.
Thankfully, my parents were
never the kind to micromanagc my life. I often joke that
they tried to get me to be an
engineer like they were, but
they've supported my decision

to be a journalist 100 percent.
The danger with micromanaging kids is that they lose out
on their time to just be a kid
and explore the world.
No developing social
skills, no finding out what
they're really interested in,
no learning from mistakes
and experiences.
(Growing up in such an
environment is likely to have
a negative effect in the future.
I lere's how the same situation
can be handled two ways, with
different results:
a) Little Bobby comes home
with some bruises and scrapes
from playing touch football.
I le eventually decides he likes
football, practices it everyday
and grows up to become a
I leisman trophy winner and
.ni Ml. pro.
bl Little Bobby comes
home with some bruises and
scrapes from playing touch
football. His parents ban him
from playing contact games,

he doesn't develop social
skills, doesn't integrate into
society and ends up alone
and unemployed.
Perhaps my examples are
extreme opposites, but they
serve a point. Banning games
like tag and touch football
aren't helping our kids, they're
hurting them.
The answer to solving this
is simple: let kids be kids. Let
them play tag and dodgeball
and the other activities that
increase their social skills.
Don't try to control their lives.
And while you're at it, take
a recess for yourself. Go do
something fun and remind
yourself why kids need to be
able to have fun on their own.
Heck, maybe you'll even go
out and play a game of tag. lust
don't hold me liable if you get
hurt, ok?

\ 2006. which is a bill that supports
; construction of an additional 700 milts
■ of double-layered fencing between the
; U S and Mexico and grants the
Secretary of Homeland Security
authority to take necessary steps to
stop unlawful entry of immigrants into
the United States?
•Yes: 94 peopled*
-No: 65 people 38%
-What is an immigrant?: 3
people- 2%
-Undecided: 11 people3 6%

Total respondents: 174

ThnBGNrmpoBn not scientific andtliecti
the optniom of ontythoei Internet usmittK
have chosen to participate The tetvht ramot be
attumed to represent the opinont of the Internet
own in general, not the pubk at * whole

Senrfcommenrs to Brian Srabekh at
bszabelQbgsuedu

War, the universe and everything
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Space. The final frontier...
for the placement of more
weapons.
in the first update of
national space policy in a
decade. President Bush has
signed a new set of guidelines,
which reject the possibility
of future arms-control agreements. These agreements
might inhibit his Cod-given
right to militarize the rest of
the universe, and his rejection
asserts the willingness of the
administration to deny access
to space to anyone "hostile to
U.S. interests."
While officials stress that
this statement is not a prelude to the development of
space weapons, the public
has learned very little about
the secretive new policy
announced on Columbus
Day with no official press
conference.
It's the culmination of a
doctrine that has been in
development since 2000,
when a congressionally chartered panel led by Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
recommended developing
space weapons to protect military and civilian satellites.
In 2004, the Air Force
published a Counterspace
Operations Doctrine that
called for a more active military posture in space and
stated that protecting U.S.
satellites and spacecraft
may require "deception, disruption, denial, degradation
and destruction."
The policy statement neither
confirmed nor denied rumors
of Dick Cheney's plans to complete the Death Star before the
midterm elections.
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However, experts warn
that this new "MonroeDoctrine-in-space" may
increase international suspicions about the intentions of
the U.S. space program.
Theresa Hitchens, director
of the nonpartisan Center
for Defense Information in
Washington, said the new
policy "kicks the door a little
more open to a space-war
fighting strategy" and has a
"very unilateral tone to it."
Martin Malin, director of a project for the
American Academy of
Arts and Sciences called
Reconsidering the Rules of
Space, has similarly warned
of the policy's potential for
alienating the U.S.'s allies
in Europe, Russia and elsewhere on which it relies
for assistance in completing the still-unfinished
International Space Station.
With U.S. diplomacy on
F.arth in shambles, the Bush
administration seems poised
to bring the same level of disregard for the international
community into space.
What happened to the Bush
who in 2004 called for a "new
direction" for the space program that would return us to
the moon and pave the way
for "human missions to Mars
and to worlds beyond?"
While his program was criticized for its potential costs,
U.S. leaders should be encouraged to think ambitiously
about space exploration.
Numerous technological
breakthroughs have occurred
thanks to experiments in
space, and today we are completely reliant on satellites for
globai communications.
To back down from an area
in which the U.S. has the
potential to promote great
innovation and scientific discovery would be a mistake.
But an even greater mistake
would be to pursue policies

that reduce global cooperation in space and promote an
arms race.
Russia, whose space program is so broke it sells trips
to space for around $20 million, is already responding to
the new U.S. proclamation
of galactic domination by
increasing federal funding in
order to employ space weapons of its own.
Of course, measures must
be taken to defend all the
expensive hardware we have
put into space, and there is
nothing wrong with planning
ahead.
But belligerent statements
about the control of space
only serve to exasperate global suspicions about American
intentions and get us no
closer to Mars.
It's another case of national
security trumping multilateralism - a trade-off this
country would be ill-advised
to make again.
In 2002 we were duped
into bombing Baghdad
because of an implied connection to terrorism.
In 2020, we will learn that
Al-Qaida is planning a laser
attack from its moon base
where bin lad™ has cleverly
been laying low.
Of course, the United
Nations will be slow to act
and drag its feet on weapons
inspections.
Even in the weightlessness
of space, the U.N. is helpless.
T
That's when we will all be
glad we let Dick Cheney build
the Death Star.
I will miss the moon, but
it is a small price to pay for
national security.

Send comments to Jon Bosschei at
jbossch&bgsuedu.
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Homeless in Los Angeles face strict sidewalk sleeping ban
By Andrew Gl.z.r
The Associated Press

I.OS ANGELES - The early
roominglighl reveals a no loitering sign and a half-dozen people
sleeping beneath it In tents on
l he Skid Row sidewalk.
A few bony men scatter as
a police cruiser rolls up. Hut
(ilenda Caldwell isn't stirring
from beneath her filthy blankets, sprawled beside a shopping cart filled with crumpled
cans and paper.
"Where do you want me
to pack up and go? To hell?"
Caldwell bellows at the two officers and their sergeant.

Starting this month, a beefedup police force is arresting
people who violate a daytime
sidewalk sleeping ban. Plenty
worse happens in a neighborhood that for decades has been
virtually surrendered to crime,
grime and vagrancy but now
sits on the fringe of an attempted downtown revival.
Critics deride the sidewalk
sleeping ban as overzcal-

OUS, but police Chief William
Bratton insists it's a way to
salvation for Skid How. Its
the same kind of bust-smallcrimes approach he used to
control crime in New York City
more than a decade ago.
Enforcing the sidewalk-sleeping ordinance is a stark change
for a neighborhood where police
traditionally have tried to contain crime from spreading, not
stop it. The ordinance is considered one of the most restrictive
in the nation and hasdrawn fire
from homeless advocates and
their allies.
"LA. remains the only city in
t he U.S. whose answer to home
lessness is to criminalize being
poor." said Mark Hosenbaum. a
lawyer with the American Civil
1 ilierties Union, which has sued
to stop the city from enforcing
the ordinance. "A program that
relies on criminalization isn't
going to solve any of the social
problems."
More than 200 of the nation's
250 largest cities have ordinances prohibiting sidewalk sleep-

ing.sitlingand loitering, according to a study by the National
Coalition for the Homeless
How much these ordinances are
enforced can vary day to day,
and the group's acting executive
director, Michael Stoops, said
he'd never heard ol another city
enforcing a no camping ordl
nance during the day, but not
at night.
With 50 new foot patrol offi. en redeployed to Skid Row.
Bratton's Safer City Initiative
attempts to improve an area
he calls the worst open-air
drug market in the countrj B)
enforcing minor crimes, police
will erode a long-accepted feeling oflawlessness, he said. Police
arrested about 600 people for
drug selling in the first week til
the initiative
"We're not here to cure home
lessness," said Police Capt.
Andrew Smith, who is based In
Skid Row. "We're here to ... end
what some call a Mardi eras of
crack here, where it's almost a
free zone of dope and prostitution and aggravated assaults."

0AMUN DOWRGANES

GET UP: People found deeping on the streets
in the Slid Row area of downtown Loi

Young Arabs hesitant to
join Iraqi security forces
By K jthetinc Shradcr
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Majorities of
Iraqi youth in Arab regions of the
country believe security would
improve and violence decrease
if the U.S.-led forces left immediately, according to a State
Department poll (hat provides a
window into the grim warnings
provided to policymakers.

The survey — unclassified,
hut marked "lor Official U.S.
Government Use Only" — also
finds that Iraqi leaders may lace
particular difficulty recruiting young Sunni Arabs to join
the stumbling security forces.
Strong majorities of 15- to 29U.II olds in two Arab Sunni
areas — Mosul and TikritBaquba — would oppose joining the Iraqi army or police.
flic poll has its shortcomings;
regional samples are small and
the results do not say how main
people refused to respond to questions, The private polling firm
hired by the State Department
also was in it able to interview residents of al-Anbar, a Sunni-domi-

naled province and an insurgent
stronghold
Hut I he findings ol the summer
survey — circulated to policymakers last month and obtained
by The Associated Press last week
— nevertheless provide a solemn
reminder of the difficulty that the
U.S.-backed Iraqi government
faces as it tries to add ethnic diversity to its security institutions.
As Iraqi leaders try to diversity
the ethnic and religious hackgrounds of their security forces.
the department's opinion analysis said that Arab Sunnis may lx'
particularly hard to recruit.
In Arab Sunni areas, "confidence in the Iraqi army and police
is low, and majorities oppose
enlisting in either force," the
analysis said. "Even recruitment
in Aral) Shia areas could present
challenges as sizable numbers of
local youth express support" for
local militias, "thus clouding the
issue of loyalty to national forces."
The analysis was headlined
"Youth In Iraq's Arab Sunni
Regions Not Eager to Enlist in
National Army, Police" and highlighted views from those areas.

ew plan rewards Ohio teachers
By Ben Feller

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration is handing out
money for teachers who raise
student test scores, the first federal effort to reward classroom
performance with bonuses.
Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings planned to announce
the first of 16 grants, worth $42
million, including $5.5 million
for Ohio, today. The government
has not announced the other
grant winners.
Using the old-fashioned
incentive of cash, President
Bush's program encourages
schools to set up pay scales
that reward some teachers and
principals more than others.
Those rewards are to be based
mainly on test scores, but also
on classroom evaluations during the year.
The grants are also aimed at
luring teachers into math, science and other core fields.
Teachers normally are paid
based on their years in class and
their education. Yet more school
districts are experimenting with
merit pay, and now the federal
government is, too.
It is not always popular.

r

i c a chers'
unions generally oppose
pay-for-performance
plans, saying
they do not
fairly measure quality
and do nothing to raise
base teacher

pay,

George W.

Bush
The president
is supporting
grants for
teachers with
high scores.

Spellings,
though, says
the
money
will be a good
recru I ting
tool. The most qualified tear hers
tend to opt for affluent schools,
she told The Associated Press.
"These grants will work to fix
this by encouragi ng and rewarding teachers for taking the tough
jobs in the schools and classrooms where our children need
them the most." she said.
One of the first grants Is $5 i
million to the Ohio Department
ofEducation, to beshared among
schoolsinCincinnati, Cleveland.
Columbus and Toledo.
The rest of the grants will go
out over the next two weeks
to three weeks — falling right
before the Nov. 7 elections.

BGSU ATHLETIC BAND >
Serves as pep band to selected basketball and hockey games
during the 2006-2007 season. Auditions will be SundayOctober 29. Sign up lor an audition time and pick up music
starting Wednesday, October 25 in the Band Office
(Room 1010 Musical Arts).
Students selected to perform with the Athletic Bands will
be paid for their participation in the 2006-2007 season as
well as receive one course credit in the spring semester.
BjDtaraaiajua:
Sunday, Nov. 5

\

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 12 J>

7:00-9:00 p.m.

.#•

Monday, Nov. 20 jjj 8:00-10:00 p.m.
It iwcwd. altandanca at aa rattaataalaandaaiaj ■ ■■■• •
achadula w* ea avaaaOa anna tirat renaata* "mnmtnm ■
(Aoortt t01?l m tha Uowa UaMal mm Cm
It you nay lufffat ajaaaona. cotilag tha Band Qiao

nmO Parfomtanw
a hak) at Kally Han

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...
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Bush explores new tactics for Iraq

Facelift planned for cana
By Will W.lM.rt
The Associated Press

By Christoph*r Bodxn
The Associated Press
BAGHDAD
Five bicycle
bombs and a hail ol mortal
shells ripped apart a market
south <>t Baghdad on Saturday,
killing IH people in yet anoth
et sign that Iraq's government
and u.s forces were struggling
in contain sectarian violence,
rhree u.s. Marines also were
killed, making October the
deadliest month fqr American
forces this year.
In Washington, President
Hush met with his top military
MU\ security advisers to stud)
new tactics to i urb the staggering violence in Iraq, where
more than :i I '2 years ol wai
have now taken more American
lives
at leasi J.:CII
than
the Sept. n attack on the World
trade! enter.
U.S. officials have blamed
the skyrocketing violence on
the holy month of Ramadan,
Which ended vrstenl.n for
Sunni Muslims. ,is well as
the Increased vulnerability ol
American forcesduringa majoi
two-month security sweep in
Baghdad and the approaching
II s midterm election.
\ sen torll.S. State Department
official offered an unusuall)
candid assessment ol the security situation in .in interview

PANAMA CITY. Panama
— The largest modernization
project in the 92-year-history
nl the Panama Canal was up
for a nationwide referendum
yesterday, with polls Indicating overwhelming support
lot the S5.25 billion plan to
expand the waterway for
larger ships.
I'resulent Martin Torrijos'
government has billed the referendum as a historic facelift
that will double the capacity
of a canal already on pace to
generate about Sl.-l billion in
revenue this year.
"If you've got a business,
you've got to do what you can
to improve it, make il more

competitive." Paustino Ortega,

KSBIM KA0IU

EXPLOSION WOUND: A young man carries a boy oul of a hospital in Baghdad. Iraq, aflei the youth received medical treatment
yesterday The boy was hurt when two bombs exploded in Baghdad's Shurja market Three people were killed in the blasts and 14 were
..L un led
Saturday with Al-lazeera tekwi
siun. saying the u.s. had shown
"arrogance" and "stupidity" In
Iraq. Uberto I ernandez, director of public diplomacy in the
Bureau ol Near Eastern Affairs,
also said the U.S. was ready to
talk with any Iraqi group except
al-Qaid.i in Iraq t" facilitate

national reconciliation.
At least II Iraqis were killed
or found dead Saturday, keep
ing the month on pace to be
the deadliest for Iraqis since
April 2005, when rheAssociated
Press began tracking the deaths,
su far this month, at least 907
Iraqis have been killed in war

related violence, an average ol
43 a day.
rhat compares to an average dally death toll of about 27
since April 2005. I he \l' count
includes civilians, government
officials and police and security
forces, and is considered a minimum based on AP reporting.

omb robbers lead officials to pyramid discovery
By Sicir.1 Millm.m
The Associated Press
SAQQARA, Egypt — The arrest
of lomh robbers led archaeologists to the graves ol three royal
dentists, protected by acurseand
hidden in ihe desert sands for
thousands of yearsin the shadow
of Egypt's most ancient pyramid,
officials announced vcslerday.
The thieves launched their
own dig one summer night two

months ago but were apprehended, Zahl Hawass, duel nl Egypt's

Supreme Council of Antiquities,
told reporters.

BEN CURTIS

UNCOVERED:

•-i00yeai-old tombs honoring a chief dentist and
-, M the Saoarra pyramid.

that led archaeologists to
the three tombs, one of which
included an inscription warn-

ing that anyone who violated the
salinity ol the grave would lie
eaten by a crocodile and a snake,
Hawass said.
\ lowering, painted profile of
the chiet dentist stares down at
passers-by from the wall opposite dte inscription.
I hctnnihsdalchaikuinrelhan
1,000 years to the 5th Dynast)
and were meant to honor a chief
dentist and two others who treated the pharaohS and their families, I lawasssaid.
I heir location neat the
Sup Pyramid of King Djoser
— believed to ix- Egypt's oldest
pyramid - indicate the respect
accorded dentists by Egypt's
ancient kings.

a 41-year-old mechanic who
favors the expansion, said
while standing in line to vote.
Critics claim the expansion will benefit the canal's
customers
more
than
Panamanians, and worry thai
costs could balloon for this
debt-ridden country.
The project would build a
third set of locks on the Pacific
and Atlantic ends of the canal
by 2015, allowing it to handle modern container ships,
cruise liners jn<\ I,inkers inn
large for its current 108-foolu ide locks.

By Burt Herman
The Associated Press
SEOUL, South Korea — South
Korea is still sending tourists to
a mountain resort in the North
and inainlaininga joint economic- /one. despite pressure to cancel the projects alter I'yongyang's
nuclear test
The COUntTJ has its reasons
for refusing to shuttei key projects thai help keep Kim long ll's
regime afloat, Including competition with China for influence
i n er the impoverished nation.
South Korea and China together account for two-thirds of overseas trade for the communist
North, and South Korea hopes to
The U.S. has scoffed at the tourism \ enture at the Notth's majestic- Diamond Mountain resort,
saying the project simply hands
money to the North Korean government Washington also has
questioned tabor practices in a
joint ccc mom ic /one where North
Korean workers provide cheap
labor for South Korean firms.
Hut Seoul has heen reluctani
to inflame North Korea as il pursues its policy of reconciliation
that lias led to unprecedented

!•

cooperation between the two
countries that share a peninsula.
Totally cutting off the joint
projects also would mean Seoul
would lose i nfluence in the North,
leaving the isolated nation wide

Included in the rent:
•

Private Shuttle to
and from campus

•

2 Resort style pools
& 2 over sized Jacuzzis

•

3 Tanning Domes

•

HUGE 24 hr Fitness Center

•

Washer & Dryer
in every apartment

•

And there is so much more!!!

open for China—the North's No.
I trade partner and a key source
of aid.
SecrctaryofStateCondolecv./a
Ilice has said she will not presume to tell South Korea or
China how to enforce U.N. sanctions imposed against North
Korea afler the Oct. 9 underground blast
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The
Panama
Canal
Authority, the autonomous
government agency thai runs
the canal, says the project will
be paid lor by increasing lolls
and will generate S6 billion in
revenue by 2025.
Polls indicate the plan will
be approved overwhelmingly,
linen and white signs plastered across the country read
"Yes for our children," while
lens of thousands of billboards
and bumper slickers trumpet
new jobs.

"It will mean more boats and
that means more jobs." said
Damasco Polanco, 50. who
was herding cows on horsehack In Nuevo Provedcncia.

Korean tourism stays afloat

one day reunite the two Koreas.

The Enclave Apartments

MEXANDBE MINEGHINI

VOTE: A man wears a cap that reads "Yes"
in support of the expansion of the Panama
Canal. The largest modernization project in
the history of the canal was up for a nationwide referendum yesterday

But she has called on all nations
to cooperate and pointedly noted
in a South Korean TV interview
II id.iv that the North "set off a
nuclear weapons lest right here
in South Korea's backyard."
"It is important lo use whatever leverage a country feels that it
can use to get ihe North Koreans
to make t he right choice" to rejoin
arms talks and disarm. Rice told
KBS in Seoul
South Korcaiskccn to maintain
stability and not lei its unpredictable neighbor spoil iis hard-won
prosperity buill from die ruins of
the 1950-53 Korean War. Today's
South Korea is a high-technology
Ulrica and cultural trendsetter
for Asia, proudly proclaiming
itself as "Dynamic Korea" in ils
main tourism slogan.

"It is important
to use whatever
leverage a country
feels that it can use
to get the North
Koreans to make the
right choice."
The Inter-Korean projects are
pan of Seoul's strategy to use
trade and exchanges to ensure
thai success is not wiped out
by a war or a chaotic collapse
of North Korea. The North has
needed foreign assistance to
teed its 2!) million people since
the mid-1990s, when ils statetun farm system collapsed afler
t he loss of Soviet subsidies.
Hul in the wake of Ihe North's
first-ever nuclear lest. Seoul has
faced new calls to cancel the
landmark reconciliation projects
In line with the U.N. sanctions.
On Tuesday, the U.S. envoy
on North Korean human
rights, lay Lefkowltz, warned
that unmonitored assistance
to the North could prop up a
"criminal regime.''
China has made increasing

economic Inroads in the North
in recent years, and South Korea
hasexpressed concern that North
Korea could become a de-facto
Chinese province.
Chinese goods are the dominant products in what passes for
"markets" in North Korea, and
( hini'se tourists visit regularly.
A stale-supported Chinese
think lank has claimed that two
ancient Korean kingdoms were
actually Chinese, including the
Koguryo dynasty thai reigned
from 37 B.C. to A.D. 668in an area
that slretched from the Korean
peninsula to Manchuriainnortheast China. Koguryo is viewed
by Koreans as the origin of iheir
nation, and its name forms the
root of today's "Korea."
The idea that China is staging
a shadow campaign to maneuver for position after a North
Korean collapse rattles intensely
nationalistic Koreans, who have
seen their tiny peninsula survive as a nation despite being
surrounded by massive powers. They also keenly remember
decades of lapanese occupation
in ihe early 20th century, which
ended with Ihe heart-rending
division of the peninsula.

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2007-2008 HOUSING BROCHURE
•over 400 apts., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
•no parental guarantees needed
•no application fee charged
•on-line applications
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Volleyball makes it 17 in a row
The Falcons continued their dominance over the weekend, improving to 10-0 in the MAC with wins over Buffalo and Akron
By Adam Mi«zin

Reporter

MLB
Tigers beat Cards
to even up series
Led by Kenny Rogers, the
Tigers roared back in game
two to beat the Cardinals
3-1 and even up the series

The road to the Mid-American
Conference Championship has
been one with few bumps to
(his point for the BG women's
volleyball team. The Falcons
extended their perfect conference record this past weekend
after defeating Buffalo and
Akron on the road.
BG improved its overall
record to 21-2 and is currently riding a 17 match winning

streak. The Falcons arc also
10-0 in the MAC.
On Friday night, the Falcons
began their weekend in Buffalo
as they played the Bulls for the
second time in three weeks.
After setting an offensive hitting
record against the Bulls in the
first meeting, BGSU again dominated on offense. I hc\ hit .III
iiii the match and won :so-l6.
30-18,30-14. Buffalo fell l» 13-13
overall and 2-7 in the MAI '■■
"Everyone did really well
on both offense and defense,"

Kendra Halm said. "We have different people step up each match
and that keeps us dangerous."
BG was never seriously challenged by Buffalo throughout
each game and saw Impressive
performances by many individuals. The most impressive,
though, might have come from
I [aim. She led the team with l(i
kills while hitting an outstanding ,833. Stephanie Suigcr gave
the team II kills and hit .375.
Chelsey Meek led the team in
digs with 12.

"The team played two very
good matches," said coach
Denise Van l)e Walle. "Buffalo
was our best serving match
of the season with Simon getting five aces. We were focused
throughout and we only faltered
in one game all weekend."
Halm concurred with coach
Van De Walle.
"We played pretty solid In both
matches this weekend," said
Halm. "I think at times we could
have been better, but everyone
played real well. With all ol the

driving and being on the road,
we still were able to come out
and dominate both matches."
[tie only lime the Falcons
faced a deficit at a later stage of
a game was in the second game
when they found themselves
down 13-12. IM.SU rebounded
to win the next seven points to
sattawa) the game BG committed few errors, nine in all. and hit
over .400 in each game.
The defense also turned in a
See VOLLEYBALL | Page 8

at one game a piece. Read
more on page 9.

form, while the Browns con-

Falcons lose
game to Zips
after break

tinue to struggle. Read more

By Bill Bordewick

NFL
Bengals get win,
Browns fall short
Palmer returned to classic

on page 8.

In their first game since CM toba

OUR CALL

11. the BGSU men's soccer
team came out rusty and the
Universitj of Akron made them
pay for it. handing them a 4-1
defeat. The defeat marked the
sixth loss in sewn games lor the
Falcons at home
The Zips started the first half
scoring onslaught in the seventh
minute, when forward Pablo
Moreira found niidfieldei 'foi
ward Steve Kalan streaking up
the right side, and kalan was
able to beat IK> goal keeper Paul
Shoemaker for the goal.
"1 thought we came out with
energy and that's the key.'' said
Akron coach Caleb Porter. "We
were aggressive. Defensively we
were aggresslvt— getting numbers behind the ball. (Iffensh eh
we wanted to be aggressive and
put pressure on them .mii we
finished our chances well"
Akron notched their second
goal of the game in the 32nd
minute when Moreira was
able find the net. The play was
set up by Rostand Erlichman,
whose shot deflected off
Shoemaker and Moreira was
in the right place at the right
time for the goal.
The Zips just kepi coming
at IK. and was to put another

On the way up
Matt Bryant: Having never
hit a field goal
over 50 yard,
Bryant nailed
a 62-yard field goal to give
Tampa Bay a last second win
over Philadelphia yesterday.
The kick is the third longest
field goal in NFL history.

On the way down
Shawne Merriman: The
Chargers linebacker will be
suspended for
four games after violating
the NFL's steroids policy.
With better testing on the
horizon, expect more of the
same in the future

The List
We countdown the top five
fantasy football performers
this weekend:

See SOCCER | Page 8

1. Peyton Manning:
With 542 yards passing and
four touchdowns. Peyton

Players, owners
strike an early
ive-year aea

Manning is finally putting
up Peyton Manning-like
numbers.

2. Hines Ward: Where
has this guy been? Ward
rose from the dead yesterday

By Ronald Blum
The Associated Piess

to catch eight passes for 171
yards and three touchdowns

3. Michael Vick
[below]: Despite popular
belief. Vkk actually has

JORD/UirtOWEII

.-KG NEWS

ON THE BOARD: Alex Wrwmoie. pictured here playing AlabamaHuntsville. sewed his fifth goal ol the season against Boston College in a losing effoct lot the Fakons

an arm. and he used it to
toss four TDs yesterday
in an overtime win over
Pittsburgh.

4. Alge Crumpler:
Sure he's good, but we're not
convinced he's 117 yards and
three touchdowns good

5. Brian Westbrook:
Although he only
carried the
ball 13 times,
Westbrook
tallied up
101 yards
on the
ground,
and
tacked on
113 more
receiving,
including a
touchdown.

BG gets early weekend win, then falls
to No. 1 ranked BC on the road
By Chayi* Held
Reporter

A young BGSU hockey team
came away from their first
road trip of the season with
three points as they defeated
Providence 4-2 on Friday,
but fell to an Impressive
Boston College squad 5-1
on Saturday.
'rhe Falcons |2-1-1) were
able to jump ahead of the
Friars 11 -2-0) in the first game
of the weekend, taking a 2-0 lead
in the first period with goals
from Dea'k Whitmore and liich
Melodic. BG's defense held on
to the lead for the 4-2 final score
lo give freshman goalie Eddie
Neville a win in his first career
collegiate start.
"This was a real big win,"
said coach Scott Paluch,
"Most importantly because

"We knew we were going to get their
total focus after [Friday]. Despite what
happened with Notre Dame, they are still
the No. 1 team in the country."
Scott Paluch I Head coach

Providence is a very good hockey team and are real good in
their own building."
ForwardTomasPetmska added
a goal early in the third before
linemate lonathon Matsumolo
secured to secure the win with an
empty-net goal with less than a
minute left in the game. Captain
Michael Hodgson helped out
with three assists while Neville
stopped 23 PC shots.
"We knew Providence was
going to get their chances,"
Paluch said, "hut I liked the way

we were able to get the pucks
out down the stretch and Eddie
Neville did a great job in net
for us."
The Falcons did not have
much time to savor their victory, as they headed to Boston
College to take on the No. 1
team in die nation.
The Eagles [2-1-0) looked
everything like the top team in
the land as they jumped out to an
early 2-0 first period lead coming
off of an embarrassing 7-1 loss to
Notre Dame die night before.

Whitmore was able to record
bis fifth goal of the season to cut
the lead to 2-1 going into the
first intermission, but it wasn't
enough as BC added one second
and two third period goals for the
5-1 victory.
"I thought it was a game where
they established a good jump
right from the start," Paludi said.
"We knew we were going to get
their total focus after [FridaylDespite what happened with
Notre Dame, they are still die No.
1 team in the country."
BC hdd a 43-26 shot advantage for the game with goalie
Jimmy Spratt recording a careerhigh 38 saves in the loss.
The Falcons open up their
CCHA schedule on the road this
weekend as they head to t)xford
for a pair of games with the
defending regular-season champion Miami Redl lawks.

DETROIT — Baseball players and
owners set aside their long history
of bitter negotiations to reach a
tentative agreement on a five-year
contract, die first time the sides
have achieved labor peace before
theii current deal expires.
[he agreement was struck during bargaining in New York on
Prida) night and Saturday and is
subject to the sides putting the
deal in writing, a person with
knowledge of the i legnliatic ins told
The Associated 1'rcss on Sunday
The person spoke on condition
of anonymity because die agreement had not been finalized
The current deal, set to expire
Dec 19, was agreed to on Aug. 30,
2002, just hoiirslx'fon'playerswert'
set to strike. That contract was the
first since 1970 achieved without a
work stoppage, and this marks the
first time die sides reached agreement before the expiration of die
previous contract.
"Baseball is at an all-time high
point right now," Detroit left fielder
Craig Monroe said before Game
2 of the WoM Series. "You've got
low-market teams doing well and
different teams winning every
year. Getting diis done couldn't
haw come at a better time."
lawyers were working on drafting language for the new deal
yesterday, and hoped to put the
finishing touches on it Monday or
See MIB | Page 8
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BENGALS 171 PANTHERS 14
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From I

goal on the board in the
39th minute. Midfielder/
Forward Ben Zemanski took
advantage of a scramble
after a Zip corner kick and
was able to connect lor the
goal from 20 yards out
Akron concluded the
first half with one more
goal in the 44th minute.
Midfielder/Forward Matt
Tutich took a pass Vedran
Ilic and was able to roll the
ball past the outstretched
arms of Shoemaker.
"We hadn't played in 10
days and you could see
we obviously had a lot "I
rust on us that we couldn't
get knocked off in train
ing," said BG coach Fred
Thompson. "It just look us a
while to gel going.'
After being dominated
in just about every phase nt
the game In the first half. B( i
looked like a different team
that had shaken off its rust.
BG's lirst real scoring
threat came when midfielder/forward lustin kirn rilled
a shot on goal but Akron goal
keeper Evan Hush was able
lo make his first of lour second hall saves.
The Falcons were Ion ed to
play a man down for the final
22 minutes alter midfielder/
forward Alec Perea ice etved a
red card for tackling Akrons
Matt 1111 icl) from behind.
i A en though they were a
man down. BG was able to
find pay dirt when forward
George Davis was able to
convert his second goal of the
season with about it) minutes
left to play in the game.
"I saw Cameron when lie
received the ball — the ball
popped out to the top of the
box." Davis said. "As soon as
I saw him gel ii to bis feet,
I just made a diagonal run
behind the backs. Ii was a
nice little chip — I saw the

keeper i ome oui and I was
able to beat him."
The Falcons bad one
more opportunity as Bush,
Akron's keeper, almost mis
played a ball off the fool
into goal but he recovered
and made the save,
"1 was feeling pretty ambitious there," Davis said. T
felt good about the shot so I
thought I'd have a rip and it

almost went In."
BG will conclude its sea
son on the road with lilts
against ll-T'W and Western
Michigan and Thompson
feels those two games are
critical for the team.
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CINCINNATI— Hie call came
in. The gamble was on. The

Bengals were putting the game
Into the pleading hands of

(had lohnson.
I he brash receiver had been
begging for the chance.
lohnson turned a risky
fourth-and-1 call into a diving
32-yard catch yesterday, leading
to a touchdown and a 17-14 victory over the Carolina Panthers,
who couldn't slop the Pro Howl
receiver on the play thai mattered most
"I IKII was the actual play call,"
lohnson said, noting thai offensive coordinator Bob Bratkowskl
made him the first choice.
"Bratkowskl
I love you! I hank
you! i hat was a great call

VOLLEYBALL
Ftom Page 7
great performance as the) held
the hulls to a .108 offense hilling percentage,
I he Falcons traveled to \kron
<>n Saturday for another < onferencerematch ol a match won in
three games In IK i earlier in the
month. The falcons had fewer
problems In the second meeting as they won iii three games
again by die score ol 30 11. 3024 and 30-19.
"This weekend was really good
all around." said Corey Domek.
"lust to get to 20 wins lour goal)
and 10-0 in the MAC was big. We
had a really good weekend and we
hope lo keep il going.''
11(1 was led in kills by Swiger,
as she recorded 18 for die match,

Domek was the only other Falcon
in double figures with I" kills.

It's Customer
Appreciation

TUESDAYS
At Our Two

Evergreen Apts.
215 E. Poe Rd
I .argc I or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.
BGSU Bus route/15 min.
walk to campus
Laundry on site

CA

SUDOKO
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

8
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»
E
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9

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

BOWLING GRP.F.N

Management Inc.
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Bengals sneak past Panthers,
snap two-game losing streak
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

Locutions!

N. Main St.
419-352-5131
and
E. Wooster St.
419-352-3531
Every Tuesday
thru October
11 am - 9 pm
Big Boy. & Fries
Just $2.29
Din.Km, Dr.Thru, com
Valid only in
BOWLING GREEN.
No coupon necessary.
FREE Wi-Fi! All
Occasion Gift Citrus!
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DETERMINATION: Br^nmiqWIWJornson(52)sucHedty

1082 Fairview Ave

Findluv Pike Apts.
Ill/Ill lindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 txirm AptGarage lor 1 vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

9
9

5

2 bill ins / 3 hilt in Twnh

Management lor.
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6

Hillsdalc Apts.

Carports

4

1

Management Inc.

BGSU Bus Shuttle
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"Once we heard the
play called, we were
thinking, 'We might
get them on this."
I
"In my mind. I was gome, to
come down with it''
He did, ol course, [wo plays
later, the Bengals (4-2) finished a
Icngih-of-ihc-field drive that gave
themawekomedwin. rhey'dlos!
their last two games and endured
a bye week loaded with questions
about their tottering offense and
theii off-target quarterback
When they needed him most
yesterday, Carson Palmer finally
connected.
Wearing a glove on his passing

hand. Palmer struggled with the
gosling, swilling wind until the
fourth quarter. I le went 8-of-9 for
93 yards in the go-ahead drive,
culminating in his 1-yard throw
lo I'.). I loushmandzadch.
"In ibis stadium, the wind is
different than mosi places we
plav in," said Palmer, who was
23-of-39 overall for 240 yards. "At
limes, It's nice and calm. Perfect.
I hen a hugegtisl comes in. It can
catch \ on off-guard."
The decision to ihrow on
lotirth-and-I al the Panthers' 35
midway through the fourth quarter caught everyone off guard.
"You jusi want to barrel out
and gel the first down, but 1 guess
the coaches fell that a little play
action might work there." guard
Eric Sieinbach said. "Once we

Onto. Ohio is nationally ranked
and also will conic In with 10-0
ice oid in the MAC. The match
will decide which team will have
the inside track to the No. I seed
in the conference tournament.
"The team wanted to be 10-0
going Into the Oil match and we
achieved that," Van IX'VValle said.
"We are very excited but we will
lx' ready come Friday. We can heal
on and we have i milling to lose."
For the team, ibis is the weekend that they'i e been wailing for.
"We are all pretty pumped
about playing them." Malm said.
"We know we can beat diem if
we do our best and play hard so it
will lx' interesting to see how we

MLB

While baseball had eight work
stoppages from 1972-95, the
new deal guarantees labor peace
through the 2011 season.
"Everybody's pretty happy
with the industry. In baseball.
everybody's making out pretty
well," Cardinals reliever Jason
Isi ingh.iiisen said.
Since baseball's first labor
contract in 1968, there have
been strikes in 1972, 1980, 1981,
1985 and 1994-95, and management lockouts in 1973, 1976
and 1990. Hie last strike lasted
7 112 months and wiped out the
World Series for the first time in
90 years, and for many teams
it took years to rebuild attendance,

Itiesday Once that happened,
commissioner Bud Sclig would
announce il in St. Louis at the
World Series.
"You've got a city like Detroit,
you've goi a ni\ like St. l-ouis
enjoying this, and it would be
neal to get something finalized
because il's good for the game,''
Chicago while Sox designated
hitler lim I home said.
Hob DuPuy, baseball's chief
operating officer, declined comment Union head Donald Rent
did not immediately return a
telephone message.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Pla» Super Sudoku and win prizes al

PRIZESUOOKU™
BRONCOS 171 BROWNS 7

See BENGALS | Page 9

Meek again led the team in digs
with 15. fhestarofthegamema)
have been the defense again, as
the) held the Zips to a ins hitting percentage.
We hit very well and were
aggressive most of ihe time," Van
IV U'alle slid. "The one game we
had trouble in was caused by our
passing not being as crisp."
[he Falcons came roaring out
of the gate as the) were up 17-5 in
the first game, in isi i did the same
in the second game as the) go)
out to a lead early. But, for the only
time in the six games all weekend.
BGSU had a game thai die) did
not win by more than III points.
The third and final game of the
match was much like the first.
BtiSlI dominated earlvand played
haul in finishing off the Zips for
the sweep.
BGSU will plaj the biggest
game ol their season on Friday
night al home when they host

From Page 7

Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 hilini.

1

8

stack up."
" Ibis is a match we have been
ready for since die beginning of the
season," Domek said. "We need
the fans to come out and represent well. The energy they bring
will help us tremendously."

Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

4 8

3

2
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NOT WITHOUT A FIGHT: Bioncos linebacker Ian Gold (52) and comer back Darren
Williams (27). light, tackle Cleveland Browns light end Kellen Wnslow (80)

Browns struggle against
stingy Broncos defense
By Tom With.™
The Associated Press

CI-EVELAND (AP) — Kenard
Lang knotted his striped tie, buttoned bis jacket and fastened the
latch on his suitcase.
Moments earlier, Denver's
defensive lineman zipped
his mouth shut and warned
his Broncos teammates to do
the same.
The scoreboard said it all for

them.
Denver's stingy defense held
its fifth straight opponent to
single digits and quarterback
lake Hummer did just enough
to keep the Broncos' offense
moving in a 17-7 win over the
(Cleveland Browns yesterday.
The Broncos (5-11, who have
given up an NFL-low 44 points,
came within 12 minutes of their
See BROWNS | Page 9

2006-2007
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
@
THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen Thompson

Student Union

.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!
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SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
TIGERS 31 CARDINALS 1

BROWNS

Tigers ride success of Kenny
Rogers for win over Cards

From Page 8
firet road shutout in 14 years
when I'hunmer's interception
led lo a short Cleveland touchdown pan in the fourth quarter
— only the second TO allowed
by Denver this season.
"Guys were ticked off when
we gave up that shutout,'' safety Win lynch said "Hiat was
good to see."
Denver!) easy win was
especially satisfying for several lironcos. including lang,
Gerard Warren, Hbenezcr
Hunan. Michael Myers and
Quincy Morgan, a quintet now
known ;is the Browncos, who
were all traded or released
by Cleveland coach Romeo
Crennel in the past two years.
But none of them gloated
afterward. They were on stria
orders nollo.
We won, Inn I thought our
defense could have played better." siiil Myers, who was then
interrupted by 1 ang.

By Ranald Blum
The Associated Press

liing hollered. "We ain't talking. None of us. It's over. We
agreed no one on the D-Bne
is talking."

BENGALS
From Page 8
MORHTGASH

him."

innings overall, a streak thai
began in 2003 with Minnesota,

It is the longest streak since Curl

"No," the normally verbose

heard the play called, we were
thinking, 'We might get them
on this.' It was a great call."
One very bad decision then
sealed it.
Carolina (4-31 had won
its last four games by playing very well at the end
— three of the victories
were by a field goal or less.
lake Delhomme had the
Panthers in position to pull
oil another one yesterday.
I le completed passes of lit
and Zi yards to Steve Smith,
helping Carolina reach the
10-yard line, lacing thirdami-goal, he saw keyshawn
lohnson in the back of the
end /one and decided to go
for the touchdown rather
than throw it away and take
a tying field goal.
Safety Kevin Kaesviham
reacted and intercepted the
floating pass with 3:50 to play,
essentially deciding it.
"I said. Ok, it's a touchdown,'" Keyshawn lohnson
said. "I don't even know
where the guy came from.
I lad I known he was going to
he there, I would've tackled

9
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RESTORING THE ROAR: Tigers r»tch« Kenny Rogers, reacts after getting St Louis
Cardinals' David Eckstein to ground into a double play ending the eighth inning of Game 2
o( the World Series

DETROIT — Now you see It.
Now you don't.
Whatever was on Kenny
Rogers' hand, even after he
cleaned it off, the St. Louis
Cardinals couldn't hit him.
Virtually untouchable this
October, Rogers shut down the
Cardinals on two hits over eight
shutout innings, leading the
1 )ei roil Tigers to a 3-1 victory on
a chilly Sunday night that tied
the World Series at one game
apiece.
But the real substance of the
matter was this: What was on
the left-hander's pitching hand
that caused a first-inning flap? It
appeared lo be something dirty
or dark, and umpires brought
Cardinals manager Tony l.a
Russa Out to the field at the end
of the first for a brief discussion
In the middle of the second,
Detroit manager |im l.eyland
talked to three limps near the
third-base line. Whatever was
on the Tiger pitcher's paw. it
was gone when he came out for
the second.

Rogers extended his scoreless
streak to 23 postseason innings
this year and 24 1-3 postseason

Schilling Kissed 25 scoreless

Innings in 1993 and 2001.
lingers struck out live and
walked three.
lucid lones came on in the
ninth and allowed Scott Rolen's
two-out single, then mlsplayed
Juan Ijicarnacion's conicbackcr
for an error thai put runners
(tn the corners. Inn Edmonds
blooped a double down the leftfield line that scored Rolen, then
lones hit Preston Wilson with ,i
pilch, loading the bases
Alter a visit from pitching
coach Clunk llernainkv. Jones
retired Vadier Molina on a force-

out. preserving the shaky save,
Craig Monroe goi the I Igers
si,n ted by homering for the second straight night, a solo shot
off Jeff Weaver in a two-run
first, and Carlos Guillen and
Sean Casey also drove in runs
for Detroit. Guillen had three
hits tailing a home run short ol

the cycle.
I le allowed an infield single
by Rolen in the first that third
baseman llnituliin Inge could
only knock down, lie didn't
give up another hit until Molina
singled to right leading off the

eighth.
In a battle ol starters who
(lopped with the New York
Yankees, Weaver snuggled and
allowed at leasl two runners in
even inning. He lelt after five,
having allowed three runs and
nine hits,
\ night alter St. I.ouis got the
National League's first Series
win since 2003, Detroit made
sure one record won't fall this
yean I here have never been
three straight Series sweeps,
Followingatravelday.thenew
liusch Stadium in St. Louis hosts
its first Series game luesilay
night, u Ith ( animals ace Chris
Carpenter pitching against Nate
Robertson.
One da) aftei losing 7-2 in its
first Series game since 1984, the
I Igers got oil io a quick start on
a chilly night when the gametime temperature with 44 with
a lineal ol lain
Monroe hit Weaver's sixih
pitch into the seats in let! center for his second homer In the
Series and his filth in the postseason, tying I lank t iieenlierg's
I igers career record. One out
later, Magglio Ordonez singled,
and Guillen doubled him home
with a drive to left, a drive that
short-hopped the wall.

Hype grows as Buckeyes and Wolverines top BCS standings
Ralph D. Ruiio
The Associated Press

(.9430).
What is more important for the

Michigan slipped in front
ol Southern California into
second-place In the Bowl
Championship Standings yesterday, but there's no reason for
the Trojans to worry.
DSC is still a solid No, I
behind first-place Ohio State and
Michigan. And with the Buckeyes
and Wolverines slated lo meet on
Nov. 18 in Columbus, Ohio, the
Trojans remained in good shape
lo secure a spot in the BCS championship game with an undefeated regular season.
The Buckeyes, who have been
No. 1 in the polls all season by a
wide margin, have a BCS average
of .9764 out of a possible 1.000.
The Wolverines' .9451 gives them
a slight edge over the Trojans

Trojans is their wide margin over
founhrplace West Virginia. The
unbeaten Mountaineers moved
up a spot this week, switching
places with Auburn. Bui West
Virginia's .7551 average leaves it
with loads of ground lo make up
on the lop three.
The BCS title game will be
played Ian. B in Glendalc. Ariz.
Ohio Stale, USC and Michigan
are in control of the national
championship race. If two of
those teams finish the regular
season unbeaten, ii probably
won't matter what goes on with
the teams behind them.
USC and Michigan are tied
for the lop spot in the computer
ratings with Ohio State third.
The Trojans are second in the
coaches' poll and Michigan is a

close third. In the Harris poll, depositions are reversed.
In the AP poll, Ohio State is
No. 1 with Michigan second and
USC No. 3.
The BCS average is determined by a team's standing in

the coaches'poll and the Harris
Interactive poll. Each poll
counts for a third of a team's
grade. The other third is determined by a compilation of six
computer ratings.
West Virginia does not grade
out well in the computers. The
Mountaineers are fourth in both
polls, but only the Mth-besl
team in the country according
to the computers,
West Virginia's schedule is
about to get much tougher and
that should give its computer rating a he II ist over the final mouth
of I he season.

The
Mountaineers
next
play unbeaten Big East rival
Louisville on Nov. -'. I he
Cardinals are in eighth place
in the BCS standings, Auburn,
Florida and Texas. All of ihose
teams have lost once.
\otre Dame is in ninth place
I he lighting Irish ate guaranteed a spot in one ol the five Hi S
games by finishing eighth in the
final standings.
California is in 10th place,
followed by lennessee and
Clemson.
Unbeaten Hoise State ol the
Western Athletic Conference
remained in 15th place. I he
Broncos, or any olher team playing in a conference without an
automatic bid, need lo reach the
top 12 in the final standings to
secure a bid to eithet the Rose,
Fiesta. Sugar or Orange how Is
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445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

LEASING BEGINS OCT.

Goodwill...
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Work and School?
w£
j

Put it all together with UPS.

This year, dare to be different!
Create your own unique costume.

ENTIRE OUTFITS FOR UNDER $10

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Mon, 10/23 from 10am-1:30pm • Student Union

It's Scary!
The best selection for the

BEST PRICES!
NORTHWEST OHIO GOODWILL STORES:
BOWLING GREEN
10S8 N. Moin St.
BRYAN
222 W. High Si.
DEFIANCE
1524 Clinton St.
FINDLAY
7430 Timberstone Dr.
NAPOLEON
230 logronge Si.
N0RTHW00D
2616 Woodville Rd. (Great Eastern)
OTTAWA
820 N. Locust St.
TIFFIN
186 S. Washington St.
TOLEDO
525 Cherry St.
463B Monroe St.
2021S. Reynolds Rd.
9om 8pm Monday Saturday, «oon 5pm Sunday
\ f
(Cherry St, 9om S 30pm. Saturday Noon • S, closed Sunday} |j

Mon, 10/23 from 2pm-4pm • Career Services
Wed, 10/25 from 10am-1:30pm • Career Services
Wed, 10/25 from 2pm-4pm * Student Union
Fri, 10/27 from 11am-2pm * Student Union
Mon, 10/30 from 10am-1:30pm • Student Union
Mon, 10/30 from 2pm-4pm • Career Services

Part-Time Package Handlers
S8.50-S9.50/hr, with increases ot 50C alter 90 days 6 50C at one yeai
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Denlal/Vision/lile & 401K)
Paid Vacations • Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paycheck

The UPS
EARN.*,
LEARN
Program

Get up to $23,000*
in College Education Assistance!

HOURS OF OPERATION:
Preload * 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:4Sam
Shift tlmet are approximate.
Apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com
For more information, call UPS It; 419-891-6820
UPS, 1550 Holland Rd, Maumee, OH 43537
•Program guidelines apply. UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/0/V.
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Ohio veterans find each other
after 55 years of separation
COLUMBUS (AP) — When a
central Ohio man began his
search for a Korean War buddy,
he expected to find his friend's
name on a headstone.
Vemon "Pete' Courtney, 74,
had last seen Elmer Davis lying
on a stretcher in Korea, his face
covered in blood alter a mortar
round exploded and sent shrapnel flying. Courtney was Irving to
lug Davis to help when a medic
told him his friend had died.
The medic was wrong.
Fifty-five years later, Courtney
discovered his friend was living
in Grove City, about 20 miles
away from Courtney's home
in Amanda. The men reunited
Sept. 30 at a Circleville restaurant, decades after both thought
the other was dead.
"Losing him was like losing
your right arm," said Davis. T\
"I couldn't believe il when he
called. I was very happy.''
Courtney and Davis first met
as young men at Port Have-, in
Columbus in December 1950,
Courtney said They trained at
Port Knox. Ky.. and were sent off
to Korea togel her
On Sept. 19, 1951, Davis was

badly wounded during combat
on Bloody Ridge, Courtney said.
"I tried to save him and the
medic said he was gone." said
Courtney, who was wounded
himself a week later by a grenade. "We got to talking since
we met each other, and lie said
be just passed out from shock.
I bat's what be figures because
he doesn't remember what happened to him."
Davis recovered, was assigned
to a different unil and went back
to the front line. Someone told
him (Courtney had been killed in
action, Liter, both fought at the
battle for Heartbreak Kidge but
never ran into each other.
Courtney spent IS more years
in lite military, worked in the
lumber and hardware business in
Tacoma, Wash., and came back
to I )bio to retire in 1992, he said.
That's when be had time to think
about Davis and had feelings of
guilt, wondering why be had sin
vived when his friend died.
"I thought ii was my fault
because I didn't save him,"
Courtnej said.
In November he started looking for Davis' grave, seeking il

out in military cemeteries and
through veterans agencies and
the office of U.S. Rep. Dave
Hobson but finding no sign of
his friend.
The Veterans Administration
told him there was at least one living veteran in Ohio by the name
of Klmer Davis, but the agenn
couldn't release details due to privacy laws, Courtney said.
So Courtney and his wife,
Geneva, went to the library and
found there wen several dozen
people named Klmer Davis in
t iliio The first listing that came
up was In GfOve (Hty, and. when
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On selected floor plans

93 m Monday until

• Ground floor ranch

9pm Tuesday
(in front of the union)

• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

Raffle heklliy
Delta Sigma Pi
to raise money for the
American Diabetes Association

• Pets welcome!
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Tickets are Si fort ticket
andS.5for7tk'kets!
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Davis answered and Courtney
asked him if be had served
in Korea. Courtney then read
Davis' service number to him
over the line, and soon the men
picked up where they hail left
off. They've met twice for dinner, Courtney said.
"I suffered for 55 years trying
to put this thing at peace In my
mind.'' he said. "I thought it
was my fault. I tried to save him
and it didn't work out. Hut it did

workout."

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19

v/ Top wages
v/ Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person

Mon. - Fri. 2-4

401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(Just a few minutes Irom BG!
Take 1-475W lo Dussel-turn rlghl.)

f

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
FLICKA(PG)

7101000

THE MARINElPG-IJI

7 45 10:00

.THE GRUDGE2(PG-111

7109:40

M»N OF THE YEAR IPO-Ill

7 10 945

EMPLOYEE OF THE M0NIH|PG-11|7 00 9 30
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING IRI
7 30 9 35
THE DEPARTED |R|

7001000

THE GUARDIAN PG I i.

7 001000

SCH001 FOR SCOUNDBELSlPC-IJl? 00 9 30
OPEN SEASON iPi;
7 30 935
JACKASS NUMBER TWO ("I

Mosnw-nit BSDW 111 slAII All Minus*! m
IMIIU SI \I>W 111 Sl.VIS UJ SHllUS-^ -,,)
CROSSOVER IPG-I3I
7.20930
STEPUPlPO-131
7 00920
TAUADEGA NIGHTS THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBYIPO-Ill
700920
MONSTER HOUSE IPCI
7.10910
LITTLE MAN IPO-131
7 25 9 30
CLICK PG 13,
7 00910

THE
TANNING
CENTER

No Hidden Fees Mo Credit Card Required

5 beds. 1 booth
'""*' >° «n>P"

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
,,,,. available
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

7 30 9 35

423-2861

.^f/i<//a

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419- 352-3588

7 00930

THE PRESTIGE lWJ-131

NEW CUSTOMERS
2 VISITS FOR $5.00
One Standard. One Premtum
ResMwsApoly „,„..„,„

1 MONTI
in the stanc
standard beds

$25*
| lotions always

: 25% Off!,
#5.
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On pins and needles
Pirate's take
Skid row bum
Rugged vehicle
Workplace watchdog
org.
26 Resting on

40 Deck officer, briefly
42
43
45
46

31
32
33

34
38

51
52
53
Eye part
54
Apple PC
Woodworking channel 55
56
Molecule part
Pump intake stop60
61
pages

21 Trig function

22 Four-time Indy 500 winner
24 Repudiates
26 Between ports
Swap stories
Where the Salmon runs
Skirt ring
Hall-of-Famer Traynor
_ Han
Ratify
Old capital of West Germany
Fuss

Dog treats, often
Swap stones
Lang Syne"
Formless seat
S.O.S. rival
Fibber
Spanish cheer
Banjoist Scruggs
Swap stones
ASP competitor
Polynesian beverage
Ill-equipped
Vegan's no-no
Leg part
Black-footed albatross

Beatles bassist
Tight embrace
Straw bed
Luke's Jedi mentor

47 Mamilla
50 Very successful

29 On top of
30 Queue

39 Legal title

Indian rulers
Minor tender in India
Outer banana
Appliance brand
Skywalker's sister
Make over
Swap stories
Cogito-sum link

Author Lesage
J. Paul _
Smile broadly
Track event
Author Rombauer
First name in jeans

So there!
Rock producer
Bnanzz
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Help Wanted

For Sale

Pregnant? Confidential, tree & pro-

Edjio_r_PQ3itions_Ayailable $6 hr.
Our Perrysburg (irm has part-time in
house positions available. You will
proofread and edit shop reports that
mystery shoppers submit online.
Complete training provided. Computer experience and grammar skills
required. Hours and days are flexible. Mon. - Sun. 9am-5pm Interested candidates please bring a resume and apply in person at Intellishop - 801 W. South Boundary
43451. Please refer to www.tn.ellishop com for company info

ANDY'S HOT DOG
$25,000 - Serious Offers Only
419-241 7488

VOCATIONAL SPECIALIST Pro
vide comprehensive vocational evaluations to meetvexceed CARF and
METT standards. Master's Degree
m Special Education. Vocational Rehabilitation. MRC. CRC or related
degree. If degree is not related, five
Sears experience in the field of
IR'DD required Fulltime position
Salary $37,239.00 - $42.839 00
based upon experience. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD. 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling
Green. Ent B Monday-Friday. 8:00
am-4:00pm. Application deadline
10 30 06. E.O.lf

ZZA'S PIZZA
@ THE UNION

fessional

testing.

BG

Pregnancy

Center 419-354-4673

rersonals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
2-4-1 PIZZA
2-9 PM

THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849. Great group
discounts
Services Offered
Sanderson Stables
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training. Workbooks.
& Educ. Activities Since 1982
419-655-2253
www sandersonstables com

V

Services Offered

Campus Events

Spring Break 2007 Celebration.
20lh
Anniversary w. Sun Splash Tours.
Free trip on every 12 before Nov. 1
Free Meals & Parlies. Hottest Deals
Ever Group Discounts on 6*.Hottest Spring Break Destinations. 1
800 426-7710 sunsplashlours.cqm

COMPUTER REPAIRS

or call 419.352.35B8

Comics needed tor BGSU"s
LAST COMIC STANDING!
Sign up @ the Union s
Into Center by Oct 25
Questions'419-372-9009

Wanted
t roommate needed. Campbell Hill
Twnhse. Sublease now until May
$325 mo 260-241-1534.
Need 1 Roommate: one female
needed lo fill lease at Enclave Apts.
Lease runs until 8-1-07 - $350 mo.
Call Mike 440-478-7500
Need sublsr. ASAP lor 1 bdrm turn
in a 4 bdrm/2 bath apt. $326 mo. &
$50 mo util No dep . free tanning,
shuttle to BGSU Please call or
email megan@nagem430@hotmail
or 440-781-4263
Subleaser wanted 1 bedroom.
turnished. $290 mo S utilities
Block off campus. 419-343-8261.

Coming
to Findlay!
At Max & Erma's, we know that by creating
a great place to work, wc are creating
a great place for our guests. We are truly
passionate about people.

Now Hiring
Servers • Bartenders •Cooks
Host/ess • Dishwashers

Apply in person
Mon - Fri 9a - 7p at the
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ACROSS

McDonald Dining Center

f3a*mtA>e /2 423"_4'4

.

found his friend.

EVERY MONDAY
TOMATO SOUP &
GRILLED CHEESE

419-353-7715 t=J

The Daily Crossword
Fix HAfOR
brouaht to vou bv l/HW I 1

Courtney called the number, he

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!

WWWBGNEWS.COM

FAST & SIMPLE CASH
Requirements: Freshmen and/or
Sophomores needed.
Honest, dependable, attn. to detail,
own trans. Work in local BG area.
Contact Cathleen 419-308-1595.
Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
for days. eves., weekends. Fun atmosphere, flex scheduling, exp. with
children preferred. Also seeking
candidates for in home nanny positions Send resume or apply in person to Kidz Watch. 580 Craig Dr #2
Perrysburg OH 43551.
ASSISTANTS ARE NEEDED TO
WORK IN A RESIDENTIAL SETTING! Do you have what it takes to
assist persons with MR/DD with daily living? You must have:
.High school dipiomaGED
Acceptable driving record
Valid Ohio driver's license
2 professional & 1 personal references
Sub positions available $8.50/
hour Obtain application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green, Entrance B. Mon.-Fri.,
8anv4:30pm. You can also down
load application packet from our
website at www.wtwdiflnere side mi
al.org E.O.E.
'BARTENDING! up to $300day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

For Sale

NEW Max & Erma's location in
front of Wal-Mart on Trenton Ave.

max ® £rma'f
Fot diiections and to download an application
please visit www.maxandermas.com

BIG BREAKFAST
MEAL DEAL
Weekday Mornings 7:30 • 11:30
McDonald Dining

OUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST COOKING DISASTER?
fa answeis to these Questions and more
read the 8G News everyday and attend the
Oil Campus Housing Fair. Wad Oct 25
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-purpose Room
For a list of things to consider when searchin
for a place to live, go to our top ten lists online
al www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/otfcampus.com

MONDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch.11-2
Dinner 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

Open Until 2 am
7 Days a Week

For Rent
" Lg. 1 bedrm apt, also rooms
Avail. Now &or 1st ot year . 2
bdrm 1/1.07. 0708 S.Y. & all listings 24/7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
353-0325
07 - 08 School Year.
Listings available cartyrentals.com
01316 E Merry «3
2 bdrm apt. lor rent w/ balcony.
1000 sq ft. $630 a month w; gas &
cable tree Call 419-318-4798.
2 bdrm apt on 4lh Street S490 a
month . util 419-409-1110 or 419352-4456.

3 bdrm house. 1 block from shuttle
Garage. A/C. VWD hookup NO
PETS $750 & util. 419-353-8208.
Buckeye Studios
Studenl housing available now.
Monihlysemester & yr long leases.
Fully turnished. includes all utilities
S 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www.buckeveinnandstudios.com
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem Fully turn,
spacious kit. brand new appliances
W/D. AC central heat, breakfast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bg.su edu
Retired teacher & prolessor will
share house wilh graduate sludent
or other professor. 5 bdrm., 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot $255
mo. incld. partial util. Call after 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523.
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.
Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of slyie foi a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Spring Subleaser Needed. A furnished 1 bedroom apt. on E Reed
Pay electric only. 440-554-3903.

